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CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE
On behalf of the sponsoring agencies, NASA, Navy,
DOT and FAA, I extend our thanks to all those who
contributed to a successful LTA Workshop at Men.
terey, California, in September, 197t,. Well beyond our
expectations, the magnitude and breadth of represen-
tation was gratifying. Our purpose for sponsoring the
workshop was to provide a timely forum for the exposi-
tion and discussion of current views, ideas, and act!vi-
ties on all aspects of LTA. With no intent to develop an
advocacy position, either for or against LTA, we
wanted to objectively survey those facts and specula-
tions which abound amid the recent revival of interest.
This we accomplished, and more. Through the con-
fluence of opinions, preiudices, and ideas, often
diverse but always in the spirit of camaraderie, this
intense week focusing on LTA established a watershed
from which future activities will flow. And, indeed,
much work lies ahead If the full potential of LTA ts to
be realized, _t w_ll require the collective efforts of in-
dustry government and the un_versities. To assist _n
thlseffort, the Workshop Report and Proceedings pro-
vide an extenston of a memorable week in Monterey
Alfred C Mascy
General Chairman
NASA Ames Research Center
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INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, there has been a tremen-
dous revival of interest in airships. This seems to occur
about every ten years, but what has surprised many is
the duration and magnitude of the current wave of
enthusiasm. In the early 70s, several articles were pub-
lished emphasizing the airship's low noise and pollu-
tion and its potential for utilizing relatively undevel-
oped and inexpensive landing sites. Because aircraft
noise and airport expansion were major issues at the
time, many environmentalists added their support to
the usual cadre of ex-airshJpmen and aviation enthu-
_ts advocating airship revival. The energy crisis and
the airship's fuel efficiency gave additional impetus to
the movement, attracting more conservative elements
..,f industry and government.
Simultaneous with renewed interest in the United
States, several design projects were started in Eng-
land, France, Germany and Canada, sponsored by
such reputable firms as Shell International. A German
firm has built several small airships recently and a
Canadian airship will be flown within the year. A
British group has flown a small recreational vehicle.
Even the Soviet press announced design studies in
progress in the USSR.
Add to these conditions a number of both vocal and
articulate advocates and what might have been another
brief period of popular interest has become a major
topic of discussion. As a result, the United States Gov-
ernment is re-examining airships. The Senate Commit-
tee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences heard several
LTA presentations during its hearings on Advanced
Aeronautical Concepts The.= Naval Air Development
Center at Warminster. Pennsylvania. has begun an n-
house study of current technology that could be
applied tn lighter than air The Nattonal Aeronautics
and Space Administration's Ames Research Center
recently awarded t_o study contracts to analyze LTA
concepts
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To focus these activities. NASA. the Navy. the
Umted States Department of Transportation and the
Federal Aviation Admir_istration sponsored a one-week
workshop on lighter than pir. This program, organized
and directed by the MIT Flight Transportation Labora-
tory. =s documented m this report and FTL Report 75-2.
The Workshop Concept
Workshops have been used for many years to bring
together a group of people knowledgeable on a par-
ticu!0,r subjee! for an intenswe period o _ d_scussion
and interchar_ge of _deas During the first part of the
workshop, formal presentat,ons are made to the par-
t,cLpants. As many representatives of d_fferent per-
spect_ves and wewpo_nTs as can practically be ex-
pressed are invited to participate.
During the latter part of the workshop, the partici-
pants form work=rig groups to d_scuss and synthesize
the presentations and add their own views and ex-
perience. They are _xpected to generate written reports
documenting their discussions and conclusions. It =s
th_s output process that differentiates a workshop from
the more typical technical conference.
These written group reports are then combined and
edited by the workshop director and distributed to all
participants for comment and review. The material _s
then revised to reflect participant feedback. The final
report represents th_ consensus of the problems and
_ssues raised at the ,,,,,orkshop.
An _mportant element of any workshop is the human
chen',=stry that takes place dunng the program After
s_weral da)s. the participants beg_n to shed their msti-
tqt_onal r_ersonald=es and react wdh the other particl-
par, ts on a more _nd_v_dual basis Organizational bar-
r_,,r _, ar,.. I_Fss(?nf"d 8_1(._ eventually the person across the
t_t)*_, _s n(_ Ion(let a potential adversary from another
c(-_mpa_'_' or agency
T_a_(:ith_s m_eract_nn a remote but attrac:t_ve s,te _s
.-h(mer_ Part_::_pa,_t.s are _solated from the day-to-day
pr_ssur_:_s of thmr off,"es and n_rmal way of tde so they
can concentrate on the ?,pec_f_c prot)lem at hand
The br_nq_ng toclethe, of pecL, le w_tb d_fferent and
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often conflicting interests and opinions in a manner
that allows fuller, freer interchange may be the most
important, though least tangible, accomplishment of a
workshop. Most participants leave with a better under-
standing of the issues and a better perspective of the
overall problems. The effects of this information
exchange may not be felt for two or three years. When
they are felt. people will probably no longer connect
them with the workshop. But in the long run, the
impact of a workshop may have far-reaching effects.
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The Workshop on
Lighter Than Air Vehicles
This workshop followed the established pattern. It
was held September 9-13, 1974, at the Naval Postgrad-
uate School in Monterey, California. (In large pa,'t, its
success was due to t_e interest and support of the
school's staff, particularly Ruth Guthrey, Professor
Donald (Red) Layton and his assistant, Michael Odell.)
Over 230 participants attended all or part of the pro-
gram. They came from universities, government agen-
_:o_. _-nd the military, manufacturers, air',ines and con-
sulting firms. They included career civil servants, plan-
ners, lawyers, engineers, economists, marketing men,
ex-airshipmen, 6to. Many came at personal expense
because of deep personal interest.
During the first three days. over fifty fcrmal papers
were presented. The working sessions filled the last
two days. Sessions were scheduled from 8 in thP morn-
mg until 10 at night and attendance remained high
throughout the program. In fact, the workshop's suc-
cess was due to theoutstanding enthusiasm of all who
part icipated.
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HISTORY AND
BACKGROUND
The concept of buoyant flight was first suggested in
1250 when Roger Bacon conceived of a hollow globe
fillt,, with -aetherial air" or "liquid fire" which would
float n the atmosphere like a boat on water. However,
he neglected either to define these mystical sub-
stances "_r to say how they might be obtained.
Five hu _dred year. _ later, the concept was to become
a reality. I,, the interim, other buoyant flight theories
were propo'..ed, but all suffered from an inability to ob-
tain a lifting gas that was lighter than air. Then two
different app_'_aches were successfully tried within a
very short tim,' of each other.
Early Flight
In 1782. the Mc ntgolfier brothers captured smoke in
a bag which then ,ose into the air. Soon they were fly-
ing large silk and paper constructions and in Novem-
ber. 1783, Jean-Fr_,.ncois Pilatre de Rozler and Marquis
d'Arlandes stayed aloft for 23 minutes in a large Mont-
golfier bag, becoming the first men to fly. (M. de
I_ozier and Pierre R(,main hold the dubious distinction
of being the first r,_corded aviation casualties when
their combined hot-_r hydrogen balloon caught fire
and c,_shed dunng _,n attempt to cross the Enghsh
Channel m 1785) _Stortly thereafter, in December.
1783. Professor J A C Charles made the f_rst manned
ascent _n a h_drogen b_loon. Drifting over Pans and
the surroundmq country_ide for over _wo hours, he
proved that extended flight was possib'e.
These early fl_g!_ts were fu',l of adventure and excite-
ment, bu! L'aqloo ns WOtJI(J not have many prachcal
applications until control and [_ropulslon systems were
available to make them steerable a.(la_nst the w_nd.
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(The French wo_d for steerable--"dirigible"--has be-
come the generic term for all types of steerable !iqhter
than a_r vehicles ) Many schemes were tried: gauze
covered oars. hot air jets, even rockets were proposed,
In 1852, Henri Giffard achieved limited success by
dnwnq a propeller with a three-horsepower steam
engine of his own design. In 1884. Renard and Krebs
us_-d electric power to reach about 15 miles per hour,
These airships were not particularly useful, however,
because the weight of the power plants drastically
hmited payloads. It was not until lightweight gasoline
engines became available in the 1890s thal the basic
development of the airship was completed•
Zeppelin and His Airships
Althouclh the French pioneered airships, the Ger-
n'_ans made them practtcal As early as 1874, Count
IGraf! Fer(hr_an(1 von Zeppelin was planning a series of
Ijr(lq mildmy alrshiDs The Count had been told of the
p(qent_al for a_rb()rne reconna_'-;sance while a m_htary
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observer in the United States during the Civil War. The
North used manned tethered observation balloons for
several years and its victory at Fair Oaks in 1862 has
been ascribed to information telegraphed down from a
balloon during the battle. Zeppelin v_as also familiar
with the Austrians' attempts to float explosive-laden
balloons into Venice during the siege of 1849 and with
the use of balloons to carry passengers and mail out of
Paris while it was under seige in 1870-1871.
The Count realized that airships had to be big to be
successful. And to be big, they had to be rigid. His
basic design, completed in 1894, was for an airship
over 400 feet long. Longitudinal girders were connect-
ed to circular frames which were then cross-braced
with wire to achieve structural stiffness. Gas cells were
installed between the circular frames and the entire
structure was covered with fabric. With few exceptions
all large rig;d airships have followed Zeppelin's basic
design.
Zeppelin's first airships were developed with the
Count's own funds and public stock offerings. But
twice the firm had to be saved from bankruptcy by
lotteries sponsored by the King of Wurtemberg who
was impressed by Zeppelin's early flights. It was not
until the military became interested and provided ade-
quate fu_ds that development proceeded rapidly.
From the flight of the first Zeppelin in 1900 to the
Coum's death in 1917. the firm produced over 100 air-
ships. Although most were military, several were
placed in commercial service DELAG. the airline
founded by Zeppelin in 1909. carried over 34,000 sight-
seers and passengers before the outbreak of the war.
Not many by today's standards, but more than U.S.
airliners carried until 1929.
Airships at War
Wartime Zepperins were used for scoutur, g and ob-
servation. But they also flew more than 50 bombing
missions over England. Although approximately 560
Brdish were killed directly by Zeppelin action, man),
more were killed ,_nd inlured by fail,no ant_-a_rcraft
shells and a0rplane crashes as the defenders trDed to
drave off the airships The resources commdted to
defense were many t_mes greater than tPe Germans' m-
t
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vestment in the raiders, tying up funds, equipment and
manpower the English would have liked to deploy else-
where.
As aircraft ano anti-aircraft equipment _mproved. the
Zeppelins were forced to fly higher and highe;. Later
versions could operate at ore" 20.000 feet with a seven
and one-half ton payload, a remarkable accomplish-
ment because !)ir,"hips are basically low altdude craft.
But ultimately, improved airplanes and the use of
incendiary bullets forced the hyrdogen filled Zeppelins
out of British skies and ended their use as offenswe
weapons.
Although England built several r,qtd airsh,ps during
the war. the designs were always several years behind
Germany. and not as successful The British {and
French! major Successes were _n the development ot
non r,qid a_rships (bllmpsl for coastal patrol and
.£COLJtlr}g miSSiOnS The Ital,ans developed the som_
r_qtd airships (a blwnp with a keel) for similar appl_ca
tlons an(] for bombtnq All of these (:raft were cons_d
erably smaller than the Zeppelins..&,_th c()rrespond-
,nqly smaller paylqads an(] less endurance However.
they were le£:_ e×pens,ve and w{'r_' D_l,tl ,n qu4r't,ty
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mThe Golden Age--The Period
Between tho Wars
After the war, the Zeppelin Company built two pa3-
senger airships and reinstitute,:] service within Ger-
many. This was soon stopped by the Allies, however,
and these two craft as well as the fe_, remaining war-
time Zeppelins were transferred to several of the Allied
nations. (Many airships had beGn destroyed by their
crews)• This would probably have been the end of the
Zeppelin story, but the United States, which had not
received any of the existing airships, ordered a new :_ir-
ship from the Zeppelin Works _.fter much negotiation
witn the other Allies and Germans alike• The Los
Algeles, as this airship was known in the United
_St_,tes. kept the firm _n business until the restrictions
on Zeppelin construction were lifted•
In 1925. the Zeppelin Co. was allowed to build
Zeppelins again and immediately started the design
and construction of perhaps the most successful air-
ship of all. the Graf Zeppelin. Named in honor of the
Count. it was christened by his daughter or_ the 90th
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anniversary of his birth. This airship made 590 flights,
flew over 1 million miles and spent over 17,000 hours in
the air. As well as operating in regular servk, o South
America, the airship made many special flights
including the only around-the-world voyage by airship.
Grounded after the Hindenburg disaster, the Graf
(along with the Hindenburg's sister ship, the Graf
Zeppelin II) was finally scrapped in 1940--twelve years
after she entered ser,,ice.
Most of the Allied nations lost interest in rigid air-
ships after a series of disasters• Many of the Zeppelins
transferred to them at the end of the war met violent
ends as did rigids built by the Allies as copies of ,_var.
time Zeppelin designs• (In most cases, the losses _err.-
due to inexperience.) The United Kingdom and the
United States were the onl/ nations other than Ge_-
many to retain an interest in large rigid airships.
At the end of the war, the British had several rigid
airships under construction. The most successful of
these, bas_.d on a Zeppelir forced down in England in
1916, ,,.'ere the R33 anJ R34. The latter was the first ai,'-
craft to cross the Atlantic east to west and the first a0r-
ship to make the west to east crossing. Both were first
flown in 1919. The R34 was damaged in 1921 due to an
operational error and never re-entered service. The R33
remained in intermittent use (as government policy
toward airships fluctuated) until the end of 1926,
making her the longest-lived British rigid.
The R38, started in 1918, was a bold extrapolation
from Zeppelin designs. When completed in 1921 she
was the largest airship in the world (699 feet long, with
a 2.7 million-cubic-foot capacity). The airship was
scheduled for sale to the United States but 17 of her
American crew were kil!ed along with 27 others when
the R38 broke up during turning trials on her fourth
flight. The changes hag been too bold.
After the R38 disaster, British enthusnasm for air-
ships waned for several years• Then in 1924 the British
Rigid Airship Program wa'_ announced. Two large air-
ships were to be constructed to provide air service to
the far flung British Empire• The R100 was to be de-
signed and built by the Airship Guarantee Company,
private firm. The R101 was to be developed in parallel
by the government at the Royal Airship Works• Both
had twice the gas capacity of the Graf Zeppelin, al-
though they were designed two years before the Ger-
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ma,, _ =;',. ,",_either flew until 1929, two years late and
one y._ar after the Graf.
The R101, as a government project, had political as
well as technical problems. There was pressure to in-
corporate ideas which could provide substantial tech-
nological advances, if successful, but which had never
been tried before. When completed, the R101 was too
heavy and another bay had to be installed for additional
lift. The engines were overweight and under-powered.
In October. 1930. after a single 17-hour test flight of the
new configuration, the R101 began its maiden voyage
to India. It crashed and burned a few hours lat_.: in
France. killing all but six aboard.
The R100 followed a more traditional design am ad
fewer problems. It had a top speed of 81 mph and r-
passed most performance specdications :t comple_,J
ds demonstrahon flight to Canada and back during the
summer of 1930 and would probably have been a suc-
cessful a_rship, but the deepemng depression and the
R101 crash spelled the end of off,clal Brdlsh interest in
alrshl[)s
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Airships in the United States
The first successful American airship did not fly until
1904 when Thomas Baldwin built and flew his Cali-
fornia Arrow, based on a Santos-Du'_ont design. Bald-
win's almost identical Signal Corps #1 became the first
United States military airship in 1908. Rut serious
_nterest did not arise until 1916 when the success of
the British non-rigid patrol airships encouraged the
Navy to develop a similar vehicle. Several types were
built and flown on coastal patrols of; the United States.
The Navy also operated British and French airships in
Europe during 1918.
American interest in rigid airships was at its peak be-
tween the w_z,,. In 1919, the Navy approved construc-
tion of the Shenandoah, based on a captured Zeppelin,
and the purchase of the R38 from Britain. The loss of
the R38 during its trials delayed the construction of the
Shenandoah which did not fly until 1923. She led a suc-
cessful career for almost two years until she broke up
while encountering a line squall in Ohio in 1925. For-
tunately, she was filled with helium, as were all U.S.
rigids, lim;ting the loss of life.
11 |{I,,Vtt_J,, LJ_.........
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The structural failure could be blamed on two fac-
tors. First, the Zeppelin used for the Shenandoah's
basic design was a "height climber", not designed for
low altitudes or rough weather. Second. and perhaps
more important, the severity nf the turbulence was
much greater than meteorological knowledge of the
day could predict, stressing the ship far beyond her
design limits.
The loss of the Shenandoah left the United States
with the Los Angeles as its only airship. Purchased
from the Germans in 1924. this ship led a long and suc-
cessful career. It was flown for 8 years, making 331
flights of more tha_l 5,000 hours total flying time. I_
was used 8 more years for ground and mooring tests
until finally it wa. _ dismantled in 1940, Unfortunately,
ds success was overshadowed by the tragedies that
followed.
In 1926, Congress authorized the Navy to build two
rigid airships of 6,500,000 cubic feet--the largest ever.
There was a competstion and 37 designs were submit-
ted. The award was made to Goodyear in 1928 and con-
struction on the Akron. the first of the two sister ships,
began in 1929 after a special 1.175-foot hangar was
constructed.
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In addition to their size, the two airships had another
unique feature--an onboard hangar for five airplanes
and the equipment to launch and retrieve them. Al-
though experiments with launching and retrieving air-
planes from airships had been carried on earlier in Eng-
land and in the U.S.. the Akron and Macon were the
ofliy _iash;p_ ever designed as ah-craft carriers.
During her 18 months in service, the Akron and its
aircraft took paFt in several fleet maneuvers. But the
Akron's success as a scout was limited by lack of ex-
perience on how to use the airship and its airplanes in
the most effective, complementary fashion. These
techniques were later developed with the Macon which
was just beginning to prove its potential when it was
lost.
In April. 1933. the Akron left Lakehurst, New Jersey,
on its last flight. In attempting to avoid a storm area.
the airship was inadvertently taken into its center. After
several violent up- and downdrafts were encountered
and survived, the ship was rapidly drawn downward, its
tail struck the ocean and the entire ship broke up. The
court of inquiry did not find fault with the airship.
Rather. the loss was attributed to the inexperience of
.... 414,__- _ _F._--: r.';'-- ._. _-- .,,_._._
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the captain, i,_sufficient weather information, and
perhaps the failure te correct the pressure-altimeter for
the low pressure in the storm center. In all probability,
the Akron had been at only 1000 feet rather than the
1600 indicated, giving a false sense of security. Only
three of those on board were rescued.
The loss of the ship was a severe blow to the Navy's
rigid airship program Admiral William A. Moffett,
Chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics and staunch sup-
porter of the rigid airship program, was on board and
lost with the ship, as were ,.'nany of the Navy's best air-
shipmen. If the Akron's sistership, the Macon, had not
been ready to fly within weeks, the entire program
might have ended.
Less than three weeks after the A}:ron's loss, the
Macon made its maiden flight. After initial trials and
acceptance flights, the Macon was ultimately flown to
Sunnyvale, California, which was to be its home base,
and began operations with the Pacific fleet. The Macon
was flown east again in 1934 to participate in fleet
maneuvers. During this fiight, it was buffeted by severe
turbulence, while greatly overloaded, and the combi-
nation of rough weather and violent maneuvers needed
to keep the airship under control severely strained the
structure at the points where the fins joined the hull.
Temporary repairs were made and a reir forcement
program initiated. By February, 1935, this program was
complete except for the area where the upper fin joined
the fuselage. All repairs had been made without taking
the Macon out of service. The top fin strengthening,
however, required deflation of a gas bag and therefore
was not planned until the next normal overhaul
scheduled for March. No one considered the condition
unsafe.
But, while returning ;rom maneuvers on February 11,
1935, the Macon encountered severe turbulence and
the top fin tore away at the weakened point. Several aft
gas bags were punctured by the debris and ballast had
to be dropped to counteract the Io_s of lift. The Macon
then became light, and engines still running, rose
rapidly above pressure height, lost more gas and then
settled gently to thP. sea Only two lives were lost. and
those needlessly, but the d_s2sler spelled the end for
rigid airships in the United States.
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The End of an Era
Shortly after the completion of the Graf Zeppelin, the
Germans began the design of a larger airship to operate
in commercial service with the Graf. Because the new
airship would have a capacity of almost 5.5 million
cubic feet construction wa'; delayed until a new, larger
hangar could be built. Before this hangar was com-
pleted, however, the R101 disaster convinced the Ger-
ma'_s that the new ship had to be inflated with helium.
Therefore. the original design was put aside and a new
design begun.
Due to the lower lift of helium, the new airship was
even larger than the originally proposed aircraft. More
than 800 feet long. it had a capacity of over 7 million
cubic feet. But the United States, which had a monop-
oly on helium, refused to sell it to Nazi Germany be-
cause of its potential military use. Therefore. when this
new airship, the Hindenburg, made its maiden flight in
1936 it was inflated with hydrogen. ,lust over one yea_
later, on May 6, 1937, the hydrogen exploded while the
Hindenburg was landing at Lakehurst and commercial
airship service abruptly ended.
The Hindenburg's sister ship, the Graf Zeppelin II,
made its first flight 16 months after the accident at
Lakehurst Because helium was still not available, it
was not placed in commercial service. German author-
_t_es made 30 _.,xperimental flights with the airship,
many to probe the new British radar defenses. The Graf
II was dismantled along with the original Graf in 1940
and the scrap was converted t() other military uses
15
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Although the Navy's major interest was in large, rigid
airships during the period between the wars, the role of
blimps in the first world war was not forgotten. In addi-
tion, Goodyear continued to manufacture blimps for its
own commercial and advertising purposes. Therefore,
when the Naz,s overran France in 1940 and established
submarine bases on the Atlantic, the Navy contracted
with Goodyear for four new blimps, all twice the
capacity o; World War I models. The first airship patrol
group was commissioned at Lakehurst in January,
1942. By the end of 1943, almost 100 airships were fly-
ing.
Convoys with blimp coverage were rarely attacked.
Approximately 89,000 ships were e._corted without the
loss of a single ship to e;-_emy submarines. But, des-
pite this record of service, many airship groups were
disbanded and their bases were decommissioned im-
mediately after the war.
Navy interest in blimps continued at a lower level
into the 1950s when several new and larger types were
introduced. During the end of the decade, blimps were
used as part of the early warning radar chain. The last
of these radar b!imps had a 1.5-million-cubic-foot
16
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capacity and was 408 feet long with a 40°foot radar
scanner inside its envelope.
By 1960. the introduction of more powerful land-
based radars and long-endurance airplanes outfitted
for anti-submarine warfare spelled the end of the blimp
fleet. Over the next two years, the remaining airships
were decommissioned and the last airship group was
disbanded in 1962.
The Decade 1964-!974
Following the phase-out of the Navy's blimps, Good-
year's small advertising blimps were the only airships
still flying regularly. A few surplus blimps were inter-
mittently flown in Europeand Japan for advertising and
promotional use, but the d3y of buoyant flight seemed
over.
Then during the early 1970s there was a resurgence
of interest. Actually, interest never totally ceased.
Rather, it periodically went underground to re-emerge
about every 10 years with renewed vigor. What has sur-
prised many is the duration and extent of the current
interest.
Offered first as alternatives to aircraft noise and pol-
lution, airships captured the interest of the environ-
mentalists as well as the usual cadre of ex-airshipmen
and aviation enthusiasts. The energy crisis and the air-
ship's fuel efficiency gave a second wind to the m,')ve-
ment and began attracting more conservative elements
of government and industry. Design projects arid flight
test models have been produced in several countries
and a number of larger vehicles are under construction
(although these are small compared to the earlier
rigids).
Add io these conditions a number of both vocal and
articulate advocates and what might have been another
brief period of popular interest has become a major
subcurrent _n aeronautics today.
As a result of this high level of interest and discus-
sion, several federal agencies are re-examining the
potential of hghter than a_r. To provicJe a focus for the
work, the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
hon. the Navy, the Department of Transportation and
the Federa_ Awat_on Administration sponsored the
workshop which is the subject of this report.
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THE WORKSHOP
REPORT
After three days of presentations, the workshop par-
_icipants fo:med five working groups to discuss the in-
formation presented and to apply their own expertise to
the various aspgcts of buoyant flight. Ideally, these
groups should have come to preliminary positions and
then exchanged members with other groups to cross-
poll inate ideas and coordinate results. However, due to
time constraints an_ the large number of topics to be
covered interaction was limited to a few ge,_erai pre-
sentations by each working group to the participants as
a whole. The draft reports of the working groups were
distributed to all participants, after the workshop, for
review and comment. In most cases, responses have
been incorporated in this final report. Significant modi-
fications and the reasons for them are outlined in the
neYt chapter, along with other comments deserving
special attention.
Policy Working Group
The original goal of the Policy Working Group was to
suggest LTA policy options that the United States
might pursue and to outline the impacts of various
courses of action. However, the group felt that such a
broad approach could not be taken in the limited time
available and chose to outline a more specific policy
"statement" instead.
The major issues addressed by the working group
were:
Should the United States government develop
lighter than a=r vehicles?
Should lhe United States goverqment sponsor
18
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lighter than air research and technology efforts,
including the construction of experimental LI"A
vehicles?
The group identified civilian and military missions
unique tG LTA (e.g., transporting heavy powerplant
components to remote sites or loitering on station fcr
long duration surveillance) and certain competitive
mission, s for which LTA is well suited but which are
now performed by other modes (e.g., carrying heavy
cargo over water). They explored possible export-
import implications in LTA technology, as well as
potential energy savings and improvements in the
bnited States military posture. Due to the unknown
economic risks, the group concluded that government
development of an LTA vehicle would be premature.
Rather, they felt that appropriate agencies of the
United States government should encourage LTA re-
sear_:h and technology and should sponsor appropriate
studies to better define LTA's technical and economic
unknowns• R&T should not, however, be confined to
the government--private industry and universities were
also encouraged to study these fundamental areas of
uncertainty. Construction of experimental LTA re-
search vehicles can o,lly be justified after these addi-
tional studies have put some limits on the risks
involved.
Additional issues discussed were:
What is the proper role, if any, of LTA in civil
transportation? In military missions?
i
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Who should assume the costs of any required
infrastructure to support LTA ol_erations?
What type of LTA vehicle is the most promising:
non-rigid, semi-rigid, rigid or hybrid? With metal-
clad or traditional coverings?
What is the best way to estimate the economics
of airship operations? The cost of construction?
The working group felt that LTA's major role is for
cargo, not passenger transportation. There is a civilian
need for heavy lift capability as well as for the fnove-
ment of goods and commodities at rates and speeds
between those of surface modes and Gurrent airplanes•
There is a military need for transporting military
cargos, lifting goods from ship to shore and staying on
station for long durations. Although everyone 3up-
ported the theory that the United States government
should assume responsibility for LTA air traffic control
as it does for heavier than air (HTA) vehi"les, the;e was
little support for federal funding of other mfrastr;jcture
items such as hangar and/or special airfield construc-
tion (although some felt that ADAP funds could be
used for these purposes). Indirect mail subsidies were
discussed, but the majority felt that the cost of running
an airshipline should be borne largely by its investors.
There was no consensus as to which type of LTA was
best. Rather. each type seemed to claim its own posi-
tion in the LTA spectrum.
There was almost universal agreement that only the
actual con,_truct_on and operation of an airship could
provide adequate answers to economic questions•
Extrapolations from past LTA experience, while pos-
sibly adequate _n some areas, could not be used to
estimate tnday's operating or construction costs. How-
ever. studies of potential markets and missions (as
well as possible technical innovahons) _'ould bring
investment risks to an acceptable level before a con-
struction program might begin.
Hawng considered all these factors, the working
group developed a policy statement wretch was e,_-
dorsed by a majority of the workshop's partLc:pants, if
the result_ of !he programs outlined in these recom-
men(fahon_ s_Jpport the potential of LTA. a fl_qht
re_earch program wo_fld be the next Ioc}_cal step in :he
rewval of hq_ter than a_r systems
2O
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Workshop Policy Statement
Lighter than air systems have certain inherently at-
tractive characteristics, including:
Low dependence on prepared facilities and rights
of way
Unique ability to transport large indivisible loads
Unequalled airborne endurance on station and en
route
Low fuel consumption and minimal environmen-
tal impact
rhese characteristics give LTA ihe potential for solving
such national and international transportation prob-
lems as opening up inaccessible region5 for agriculture
and the development of natural resources, onsite
delwery of modular housing and large powerplant com-
ponents, and anti-submarine and surveillance mis-
sions for the military. In addition. LTA could supple-
rnent current systems for cargo transportation, en-
vironmental monitoring and social services, such as
disaster relief. Foreign sale of lighter than air vehicles
and components would also help the United Stat_s
balance of payments.
Although LTA systems could provide enormous
benefits to tt-,e Unite(] States and the world, they may
cost hundreds of m lllons of dollars to develop and
implement. Therefore, to minimize the technical and
economic uncertainties prior to committing such large
sums, tb.8 following actions are recommended:
TEC_;NGL(JGY
C_,:'ert technologies ,n aeronautics and related
f,o!ds ._hould be surveyed to determpne what knowl-
edge n'_ay be directly transferable to I_ghter than air
systerl._
Ligi_:(. thar_ ,_r prolects _n progress or contemplated
t)y forebL_, g(_'_(,rr]m(mts and companies should be sur-
veyed t(.) ,(Jc'nllfy (:ommor] areas for Jnternat,onal
A t(_'chno!_qy a.'_sessm_,r_! (;f lighter than air systems
2_
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ishould be performed, specifical;y analyzing compara-
tive energy consumption, land use. noise and air pollu-
hon and other environmental impacts for a broad range
of L]A applicatioqs.
Lighter than air analysis should be introduced into
academic programs and the theoretical study of LTA
en.,:ouraged through fellowships and financial aid.
MARKET ANALYSIS
A broad survey of unsatisfied transportation needs
should be conducted to identify commercial markets
and mnlitary missions where LTA might offer a unique
solution and to estimate the rates at which service
wou_d be attractive to consumers.
Cost. volume, service and performance characteris-
tics should be identified for a range of commercial
markets and mil_tar_ missions currently served by
existing transportation modes, and estimates made of
wha_ LTA would have to offer in order to penetrate
these markets.
Th# transportahon problems of developing countries
and LTAs potential for solving them should be given
separate attention
GOVERNMENT POLICY
A mechanism for the exchange of information be-
tween potential users a;',c] potential manufacturers
should be established with a central clearinghouse for
LTA-related information
Government agencies should include an LTA ele-
ment un all future transportation studies.
Appropriate agencies should de,,elop incentives to
stimulate broad interest tn LTA in the private sector.
Thus could include a program of modest governm,__;'_
grants for concept development and elaboration as well
as possible cost shanng programs between govern-
ment and industry.
Certd_cat_on. I_censmg and operating rules ar.d regu-
latDons for LTA vehicles and crews snoutd be re dewed.
revqsed and developed where needed to allow ,'apid
progrebs _f_the pr_va!e sector unhampered by unneces-
'4dry tochnlcal_tms
Tt,c helium conservatnon program should be re-
viewed tu preserve th_s rare element essential to prog-
res_ _n LTA systems and other technologies as well
22
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Market Analysis Working Group
Commercial success of LTA will be measured by
pro:its: military success by effectiveness in satisfying
,n;_s:on requIrements. Before success can be predict-
ed. LTA missions or markets must be identified and the
vehicle characteristics specified. The number of
v3hicles that might eventually be needed can then be
estimated and production, research and development
costs amortized over expected sales to determine
vehicle prices. Thus. ,dentifying potential LTA markets
and missions is important not only as a mechanism for
identifying the type of vehicle and its important fea-
tures, but also as the first step in determining its
economics.
The objectives of the Market Analysis Working
Group were to:
Identify possible missions and market opportuni-
ties ;jr lighter than air craft
Evaluate relative value of mission/market appli-
cations
Indicate primary areas for lighter than air vehicle
development and application
The steps taken to reach these objectives were to:
Establish mission/market categories
Detail the missions and _rlarkets in each category
List the commodity and transport attributes
which .;hould be, evaluated for each catego'y
Identify major LTA vehicle types
Select the LTA vehtcle types wh;qh could be used
for each mission
Identify high potential applications
Use the above to select malor m_ssions/markets
for each of the four maior LTA vehicle types
i ,
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MAJOR MISSION/MARKET CATEGORIES
The worMng group reviewed the possible comm_r-
c,al. mditary and public serwce uses for LTA vehicles.
Malor market categories were:
Heavy-hft. large-s_ze unit movements
Agricultural apphcations (harvesting crops.
transportation from the field and other services)
Passenger transportahon
General cargo transportation (particularly low
density products, aer transoceamc routes)
Bulk t_ansr)ortal_on (dry. liquid and gaseous)
The fnor ,_ specialized, non-market-orvented m_ss_ons
_dentified were:
Mditary missions (anti-submarine warfare [ASV,/].
IoCl_st_cs support, etc.)
Si)e(.,al r_sstor_s fpubl_c ._erv_ce rlon-I_ad carry-
,nq aDp',_cattons trafh(: cor_t(ol. (:ornmtJn_c,a-
tl(_n.,,. ¢,tc: i
Eflvlro.-,rnental s_jrvelllance
24
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THE MISSION/MARKET MATRIX
In the mission/market matrix (Table 1), the missions
are representative of those which could be performed
by LTA systems and are grouped into the categories
discussed in the previous section. Within each cate-
gory the missions are listed in order of decreasing
potential based both on the s_ze of the market and its
suitability to LTA.
The matrix indicates that four separate types of LTA
craft may be needed:
Tethered balloons
Heavy lift. short range. VTOL airships
Fully buoyant airships
Hybrid airships
A f,fth typeof airship, not considered in detail, was a
surveillance craft. This is actually a small airship or hy-
brid not capable of long range or heavy lift but used
instead as a platform. It was eliminated because it was
not fundamentally a different type of craft.
The matrix indicates that each type of vehicle has
potential for a wide _ariety of applications. The degree
to which LTA can penetrate these markets will depend
on LTA performance and costs in competition with
other systems. In many of the missions. LTA would
capture only a small portion of the total market (e.g..
the transpo;tation of dry bulk goods and agricultural
commodities). LTA could, however, capture large
sllares of I_cal markets, particularly in regions where
alternate r'nodP.s of transportahon are undeveloped.
Most potent,al LTA appl,cat_ons require vehicles of
large s,;eand payloac!capabdity Thesewilt beexpen-
_ve to develop On the other hand. some applications
for relatively small vehicle,; are possthle, such as for
p_ltrol _urvoHlance and ,.,.,'-,o_'al ,Jse Development of
these veh,cles wo_Jld be relal_vely _nexpenswe and
rT_q_.]hthe a Ic>(}p_;al f_rnt step in re-lnlrocJuclnq L TA
COMMODITY IMARKET ATTRIBUTES
Tht, (:h,-lr,lct_"rlF, tl('9, ()f the C(}n%fT_r){tlt'y to t)_" moved
_r_flur:,t(._: thr, (hc_lr:r, ()f vPhl( hri' arl(l,'()r it.; (tesIc]n The
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following have been selected as being the most perti-
nent:
Value per pound (market value of the commodity)
Density (weight per unit vo!ume of the packaged
commodity)
Size (overall dimensions of the unit to be trans-
ported)
Weight (weight of the indivisible unit to be
shipped)
Environment (environmental requirements for the
commodity during transport)
Shelf life (permissible transport time under the
environmental conditions in the vehicle)
Fragility (vulnerability of the packaged commod-
ity to damage)
In addition to the characteristics of the commodity
itself, other factors influence a shipper's modal choice.
The most important of these are:
Anml31 use volume (predicted yearly volume
mowng from the point of origin to its point of
use)
inventory control (warehousing and delivery re-
quirements)
Transport margin (difference between the produc-
tion cost and market price which cannot be ex-
ceeded by transport cost)
Acces_bildy to transportation (the need for door-
to-door p,ckup and dehvery)
Security requirements (the need for security rela-
tive to pilferage of outside access)
In a complete market analys_s these fa.ctors must be
evaluated for each potential market
28
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REQUIRED TRANSPORT ATTRIBUTES
To match missions/markets with LTA capabilities.
vehicle and system characteristics must also be de-
fined. The malor factors to consider are:
Vehicle performance parameters (payload weight,
cruise speed, range, altitude, endurance, ability
to hover/loiter, take-off and landing character-
istics)
Cargo capability (dimensions of largest indivisi-
ble component that can b_ handled, weight of
largest indivisible component, ability to provide
refrigerated environment, ability to provide low
vibration enwror}ment)
Transport system effectiveness parameters (time
reliability, dependability of schedule, security
from pilferage, need for terminal support
facd_ties and manning, door-to-door capability.
frequency of service, cost of transit)
Environmental impact c_nsiderations (noise. air
pollution, energy efftcaency)
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Sensitivity to the external environment (vulner-
ability to snipers or military actions, weather sen-
sitivity, radar signature)
THE ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
With the preceding information, it is possible to
match vehicle types and possible markets to identify
those combinations with the highest potential for
development. The working group did this quahtatively
as a first attempt at market analysis. A much more de-
tailed study is required for defipitive answers. Each
market must be addressed individually to assess the
degree of market penetration and estimate the number
of vehicles needed. This is an iterative process because
vehicle costs, which are a maior factor in estimating
market potential, are dependent on the capital and
operating costs, which are. in turn, dependent on the
number of markets where the vehicles can be used.
For missions and markets not now being served, the
estimation of the number of vehicles required is essen-
tially a guess based on a knowledge of the production
process and now it might be changed by LTA vehicles
with the right characteristics. For existing markets, the
analysis is based on tradeoffs between the costs and
performance of the existing mode and the new LTA
service.
MISSION/MARKET ANALYSIS RESULTS
The following sections discuss the missions _nd
markets each type of LTA vehicle might serve in the
future.
Tethered Balloons--The market analysas _n Table 1
indicates that tethered balloons would have part,cular
applications as heavy hft devices _n the ten to four or
f_ve hundred ton payload range Balloon systems are
currently bmng operated m the Bahamas as a com-
m_'_cat0ons platform and an the Pac0fuc northwest by
the BohPm_a Lumber Co and Alaska Lumber Co. for
Ioqq_nq The four Ioqg_ng balloons have 500,000cu ft
(,apac_ty and the aerial communucatuon platform,
250.000cu ft Payloa(1 _s roughly 6 5 tons per 250,000
cu ft The balloon car_ be tethered and w_nche5 and
va'4ous other equnpment attached _n ,several ways de-
3O
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pending on the application. The units are inexpensive
and require very little research and development for
new applications. The cost of the communication plat-
form operated in the Bahamas is estimated at one mil-
lion dollars, including the all-weather aerostat,
winches and accessories. The logging systems cost
400.000 to 750,000 dollars.
Tethered balloons could be used in the future to
spot-lift industrial and mining equipment and to move
and set up prefabricated buildings and systems in lieu
of a crane. They could be used as an earth-moving tool
and have special applications in fire fighting as a light-
ing _)latform. Equipment movement over rough terrain
is another possible application, as is service as a plat-
form for aerial photography. As an agricultural tool,
heavy lift tethered balloons could be used for blight
surveillance, crop harvesting in difficult terrain and
moving crops in and out of =arge fields. Another appli-
cation could be in pipeline and transmission line con-
struction where LTA can be used over difficult terrain
with minimum disturbance.
Tethered balloons have various military applications
as well: transporting supplies from ship to shore,
moving heavy military equipment, repairing ships at
sea or on shore where ocher facilities are not available,
serving as military communication and surve|llance
platforms and providing heavy lift tactical support.
The United States government has recently spent a
great deal of money on tethered balloon applications.
The Range Measurement Laboratory at Patrick Air
Force Base has spent about eight million dollars to
develop a balloon system that could survive 90 knot
winds. The resulting d,:uign has successfully flown in
85 knot winds and in all weather conditions. This work
is a major advancement in balloon design and engi-
neering and could lead to other industrial applications
and missions, including adapting this new balloon to
logging systems•
Heavy Lift VTOL--A major market exists for a heavy hft
Vertica! Take-Off and L;_nd=ng (VTOL) aircraft to trans-
port and place heavy or bulky loads for a wide range of
appl_cahons from powerplant construction to mass
tranmt In many cases, the exlstence of an economical
heavy hit VTOL aircraft would open up new market
areas, such as mass product=on of prefabricated
31
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ihousing, by offering a %ansportatton serwce not
currently avadable LTA could be the ans._er LTA
VTOL could also be used m many mddary mpss_ont
_vh.re existing methods do not offer adequate serv*ce.
&n exarn!:)le _s the offiIoa(|lnq of container ships With
the replacement of break bulk carclo freighters by
cont_ner shqDs, some new method must be found to
unh)ad the materials needed to support amph_t)_ous
;_ssaull opprat_ons, rather off_hore or _n ports w_ere
r ranos are not available
f,it)l_ 2 r)Hthr_rS |)ot_'r)llal rflarkets for VTOL LTA
vf,h_{:los None ()f the mdw,dual conhqurat_ons pre-
s_,nted at the workshop were spec_ftcally endorsed but
clenoralveh_clecharacter_st_c.sweredeveloped The mr-
R RODUCmlLITY
ORIGINAL PAGL I8 P(_)R
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craft must have vectorable thrust substantially in
excess of conventional airships, vertical take-off and
landing capabilities and payloads ranging from 50 to
1000 tons. Low forward speeds are adequate for eco-
nomic performance considering the short range nor-
mally associated with these missions.
In summary, a major market exists for heavy ;ift
VTOL services for payloads that only LTA can lift eco-
nomically. Several design concepts have been analyzed
in detail. The results indicate that financially success-
ful operational vehicles can be produced for these mis-
sions. In fact. they may be able to compete for some
missions currently performed by other modes. The
next step in these programs should be actual vehicle
development rather than further study.
Fully Buoyant Airships--Different sizes of fully buoy-
ant airships would be needed for different missions.
Modern versions of past airships, small compared to
those suggested today, would satisfy most military
applications such as sea control, anti-submarine war-
fare and detechon and command and control. These
missions require the long duration, medium speed and
loiter capabilities associated with buoyant airships.
Present technologies in materials, propulsion and con-
trols should lead to significant improvements over past
design.
Agricultural missions in regions with undeveloped
infrastructures may also be salisfied by these airships.
Possible missions include the movement of farm
products, including animals, from remote areas to
transportation centers or directly to market. However.
it is not clear that all of the design problems associated
w_th this type of apphcation can be overcome today.
Other applications require large LTA vehicles. Air-
sh_ps of 10 to 50 million cubic feet or larger could carry
large payloads such as containerized general cargo or
bulk cargos. The key question is the cost per ton mile
for this service. The largest portion of that cost will be
the amofhzed capital Costs. therefore, a low initial cost
vehicle must be developeu
The carners who would use large a_rsh_ps can be
subd_wded into scheduled carriers and nonscheduled
or chartered carriers The scheduled carr0ers would de-
velop adequate ground support services for mooring.
fueling and Ioad_nq at the points they regularly serve
33
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However. the air charter or nonscheduied carrier must
operate with minimum ground support services and
will have to carry much of the equipment onboard. The
resulting lower payload would have to be offset by
premium rates for these special services.
Further market research is needed [o define the
market potential o! all sizes of fully buoyant airships
before prototype development is undertaken.
Hybrid Airships--Hybrid airships are vehLcles which
combine substant,al aerodynamic lift with buoyant hilt.
These vehicles must e_ther make a take-off run to gen-
erate airfoil lift or used vectored thrust and/or a rotary
w,ng confngurat,on to achieve vertical take-off capabil-
ity L0ke fully buoyant airships, hybrids could come in
all s_zes
Several pnmary missions were foreseen for hybrids.
The first is bulk commodity movement, principall' in
regions lacksng a developed transportatuon ..nfrast:uc-
ture This application includes the transport of petro-
leum. natural gas. dry bulk (ores. granns, lumber), live-
stock and fresh fruits and produce•
A second appl_cation is the transport of heavy out-
sized loads such as power generatmon equipment, in-
dustrial and agr,cultural equipment and aerospace
vehicles and cc,_ponents.
General heavy cargo apphcat_ons m the industrial-
ized world were identified as the third malor use of hy-
brids. This would require penetration of surface-freight
markets like feeder line container movements to or
from long haul carr,ers uqibzed origin-dest,nabon
{re_gnt: low-density, high volume manufactured prod-
ucts such as plastics: automotive equipment and auto-
mobnle components and breeder I,vestock.
M_lutary m_ss_ons where a med,urn to large hybrid
could be used include long-endurance flights requ_nnq
both hugh-speed rapid deployment and low spm,d
maneuvering Examples are antu-submarme ¢_ttrf_{r_
n_ssHe aunchlng platforms and the strategic (le_lo_,
r,_ent of personnel, weapons and support equLpment
Small hybrids could perform survedlance r'nms_()ns
comb_nlnq Ionq Io_ter with n;edtum CrLllS# s_,)e{t(t
capab_l,t'/ such as environmental mon_to_,nq and
border police coastal and p_pehne patrol
V_rt_cal_Short Take-Off and Landing iV STOLI
hyhrKls m=£jht perform many short or reed=urn r;_nqe
I it,,'
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airplam, and helicopter missions, but with fewer
constraints on payload weight, volume, energy and
runway requirements. Similarly, V/STOL hybrids might
also perform most long distance airship transportation
and long endurance missiors without being subject to
the general wind and terminal-area operational con-
_traints of fully buoyant vehicles.
Although preliminary economic analysis for V/STOL
liftinCl-body airships indicates they might compete
successfully for medium and short range airplane and
helicopter missions, there are other hybrids about
which less is known. Therefore, further technical, eco-
nomic and market analysis is called for.
Economics Working Group
The Economics Working Group attempted to formu-
late costing techniques for LTA vehicles and found that
in general the costing and economic frameworks de-
veloped for fixed wing aircraft or other transportation
systems are applicable to LTA. Statistical methoOs
used by other modes are available to develop cost
formulas from operating data, as are sensitivity analy-
sis techniques to examine different alternatives and
assumptions. Unfortunately, no LTA vehicles have
been designed and built for many years and no modern
operating experience is available. Therefore, there is no
data base to which the costing techniques can be
applied.
The following example illustrates the problem. The
Air Transport Association's 1967 formula (ATA 67) for
estimating comparative direct operating costs of
turbine-powered transport airplanes uses the equation
t_on
C : a(TOGWmax/b)- c l!Vb
to estimate flight crew costs, where
TOGWma x : M_ximum Gross Take-Off Weight
of the Aircraft
Vb : Block Speed
thr_ cor_stants a, b and c are derived from actual crew
c_rqracts,
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To estimate flight crew costs for a proposed aircraft,
one inserts the TOGWma x and the estimated block
speed, which can be computed from aircraft speed. By
varying TOGWma x and V b, parametric studies of crew
cost versus aircraft weight and speed can be per-
formed.
Applying this approach to airships, however, is im-
possible. Even i1 size and speed are given for a particu-
lar design, there is no data base that can be used to
derive a, b and c, so they must be assumed.
Applying different sets of assumptions as to crew
cost and other costs as well (all of which were quile
reasonable), the range for LTA costs is between 2 ahd
30 cents per ton-mile, in one case, the airship would be
highly competitive. In the other, there would be little
market for its services. The group was able to decide,
however, that the basic ATA 6." costing approach could
be applied to airships if and when data is developed.
The only major change is the addition of a gas
replenishment term, unique to airships.
For most transportation modes, the annual capital
cost represents a large percentage of total cost.
Vehicie price, based on construction and development
costs, is the main factor that determines annual capital
cost. But this is an area where the working group
encountered the largest variations in cost estimates.
Tl_ese differences arose from inadequate information
on the economic conditions under which early dirigi-
bles were developed compared to the present er.o -
nomic situation, lack of experience with LTA c_dft
under modern certification regulations and inability to
define the complexity of a modern airshlp structure
relative to current airframe experience• The latter factor
is critical because aircraft manufacturing costs vary
from $10/Ib. of airframe weight for simple, austere,
"light" aircraft structures to over $100/Ib. for sophisti-
cated transport aircraft.
Present estimates of LTA construction costs vary by
orders of magnitude• It was possible to narrow this
range to between $25 and $100 per pound of airframe
we_qht although not without dissention These esti-
mates were not particularly sensitive to the number of
mr.qh_ps produced--that is. there would be a relatively
flat learmng curve To determine total cost. the re-
search and development costs and the costs of proto-
type construction, testing and certification must be
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pro-rated over the total number of units. Vehicle cost
also influences insurance, direct airframe mainte-
nance, general and administrative costs. The calcula-
tion of annual capital cost per ton-mile is a!so influ-
enced by useful LTA life, utilization, financing condi-
tions, opportunity cost of capital and tax shelter ,")n-
siderations. Given the lack of h_rd data in most if not
all of these categories, the difficulties in estimat'ng
annual capital co..;t become obvious. (It should be
noted that while the state of knowledge of airship costs
is poor, the situation concerning hybrid LTA vehicles is
even wor t;e.)
Construction and operation of a prototype is the only
way to obtain accurate LTA cost estimates Short of
this, studies should be directed fowa:d examining po-
tential markets for LTA in the existing transportation
world. By arlalyzing the existm(.j competition for poten
tial LTA markets, cost and performarice requirements;
can be derwed at which LTAs would be economically,
feasible By "working backwards" an this way, one can
try to des0gn an airship which wilt not exceed these
costs.
IT_ conclusion, the group udentufued a need to estab-
lish a hard (Jata base for modern LTAs. w_th particular
emphas0s on construction and development costs
Gwen th_s data base. a set of equatmo.qs can be derived
and used to calculate cost and performance character-
,st_cs for various m,ssuons However. actual opera-
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tional experience will be needed to obtain this hard
data base
Operations Working Group
The Operations Working Group concentrated on con-
ventional airships and did not discuss hybrids. Their
operation would perhaps resemble airplanes and heli-
copters more than classic airships. Ground operations
and flight operations were treated separately although
any given rfllssion includes both.
GROUND OPERATIONS
Ground ope_'a;_ons were in two sub-categor0es:
those inctclent to flight such as take-off, landino and
mooring: and those not related to flight such as 3er-
vicing, maintenance, loading and unloading. The gen-
eral conclusion was that sufficient experience and
technology exists to handle a large non-rigid such as
the 1.500,000 cubic foot ZPG-3W blimp flown by the
U.S. Navy from 1958 to 1961. This technology and
applicable procedures would also be adequate Io
handle a small rigid up to perhaps 3,000.000 cubic feet.
but beyond that size larger and heavier equipment
would be required.
Although the technology and procedures developed
for the ZPG-3W were adequate, the group felt that a
fhght research airship would be an invaluable tool for
refining operations to commercial standards and ,nves-
tigat,ng possible solutions to in-flight operatuonal
problems
The two types of moor0ng masts used with the
ZPG-3W could be used with large non-rig,d or small
r_gld airships--the mobile mast and the transportable
stick or expedit,onary-type mast. (The stick-type are
less expen_we ) Mechanical ground handling could be
done w,th a mot)de winch (as with the ZPG-3W), which
could also tow the mob,le mast. In pairs, mobile
w_nches could be used for docking and undocking.
,rlast_nq and unmast_ng and land,rig and launching.
reduc,nq ground crew requ,rP,n'_ents to eight to ten
men GIound crew requ,rements for any size sh_p
should not ev.;.eed th_s number.
At a mooring out circle, a jacked and oogged down
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mobile mast with a ZPG-3W moored to it could hold in
winds of up to ninety knots. Although docking and
undocking of this size airship could not be done if
cross hangar winds exceedod about 17 knots, all
routine servicing and maintenance including engine
changes could be done at the mooring out circle.
Therefore, the airship need only be docked and un-
docked for maior mamtena _for which delays due to
unfavorable winds are more easily tolerated.
In addition to the proposed LTA research vehicle, the
operattons group also discussed the ground handling
problems of a large rigid airship. A 15,000,O00 cubic
foot vehicle was assumed because it i._ the largest s_ze
that could be built in existing constructfon hangars
(Table 3).
Large conventional rfgid and metal clad airships
m_ght operate primarily _n the VTOL mode u_mg stattc
lift and vectored thrust. Take-offs could be made heavy
from either mobile or stick-type low masts with vec-
tored thrust providing the extra lift. VTOL landings
could be made w_th the ship I_ght, using vectored
thrust to help pull it down. It could be hauled into the
moonng cup by the mam w_re and vwnch from the
mobile or stack-mast
Two yaw lines could be used to steady the sh_p's
nose from unues_rable lateral movement and to prevent
the a_rsh_p from overnding the r'nast. These hnes could
be operated by three dtfferent systems;
Mob_te winches could be s0mdar to those used in
the past. but heavier and larger.
At mfrequenUy used states, a smooth c_:cular path
could t)e prepared for a landing wheel or, the aft
f_f_ [-)t.adm_,r_ anchored tn the ground lust inside
the, i)_th coul(I t)e used for the yaw I_ne control,
with rnoormq I:)olnts every 15 degrees along the
I_{'rlmeh'r of the_ ctrclP
[-_,,qtflarly u_,'(l t)ase'_ COLJ)(t have a circul_tr ra_l-
r_,t(l tr_lck, yaw (]uy-(:a,s and a radroa(l r_deout
_:ar t(_ pr_,w,r_t klttnq
All h);IrJlr;(] an(J Hr_l()L_(J_r_(] (:()Ui(t h('_ (torl_ whil_'t th(,
,i_r'_h_,) _'i mr_()r_,(J _)Llt a _, (:()LI_(] all F,erV_Clng Ill _he
[,a_,t _r_qlr_e_ W,,_,r#! char;ge(| and ever_ n£'w gLIs c(',ll_%
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installed while a rigid airship was moored out (al-
though this admittedly took longer than in the hangar).
Any future large rigid airship, except for emergencies,
could deck only once a year for maior overhaul.
There are problems associated with mooring out any
size airship--predominantly icing and high winds. Al-
though dry snow blows off, wet snow, freezing rain or
other _cmg conditions car_ cause trouble. Several pro-
ceclures have been tried with varying degrees of
success: h;gh pressure fire hoses to wash off snow and
ice, passing a line or belt over the top of the airship to
pull off the snow and ice or heating the helium in non-
rigids. This is an area where further research is needed.
Large ngids have weathered hurricane force _inds
whtle moored to a mast and have made flying moors in
45 knot winds. Research is needed, however, on the
effechveness of the various mooring techniques for
;arge rigids in high wind conditions.
For cross country flights overland, a number of
ground bases or landing areas would be required at
_ntervals well w_thin normal cruising range of all
planned types of a_rships In addition to normal airport
supp_es such as awahon fuels, airship bases should
have supplies of helium for emergency "top-ups."
Designated mooring out areas or bases should be
reasonably level and smooth with a landing wheel roll-
on circle and have an expeditionary or stick mooring
mast as described earlier. The areas adjacent to these
bases should be reasonably free of tall trees, buildings
and electric and telephone lines and poles within the
I_m_ts of normal mrship take-off and landing
approaches
Bases for large rigid airships would be more exten-
sive and elaborate In addihon to the requirements
already described, they would need greater approach
and take-off clearance, water supplies for ballast re-
plenishment, a suitable mooring mast and stern hold-
(townfacild_es Table4 summanzes some of theequ_p-
ment required at airship bases for non-hangar opera-
FLIGHT OPERATIONS
The p;_ramour;t c.ons_dorat_on of all fltght operat_or_ _,
must be safely AIrsh=ps must be safe. reliable veh=('le£
If thf_'y are Io serve a useful trar_sportat_on role Sew_ral
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topics were discussed that have a direct impact on
flight safety•
Weather--The airship faces the same weather prob-
lems as other aircraft--turbulence, icing and iligh
winds But because of the airship's slow speed and
altitude restrictions, these problems are more serious
Long airship journeys may take several days, increas-
ing the need for accurate long term forecasts en route
and at the destination.
Prior to take-off, initial flight planning must consider
the locations and probable paths of weather systems
and associated frontal passages, winds, precipttation,
visibility, tctng and the like, The flight planner can then
select a route and altitude profile that minimizes condi-
tions adverse to the airship and maximizes favorable
tail-w_nds.
Once the flight is underway, the airship crew must
be particularly atter,_tve to weatl",3r changes. Astde
from the more obv _.,u'_ adverse conditions to be
avoided, strength and Jirection of winds must be
closely watched because of thetr impact on perfor-
mane6. Fortunately. weather satellite updates (broad-
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cast several times an hour) and reports from other air-
craft and ground stat*ons provide adequate information
for maior on-board flight plan modification.
The quahty of modern a=rborne radar allows early
detection of storm centers, heavy precipitation and
assoc=ated turbulence• Where possible, these areas
could be avoided. If the lirmted speed of the airship
prevented c_rcumnawgat_on, radar could ind=cate the
path of least turbulence.
In summary, weather does present spec,al problems
for a_rsh*p operahons. But w_th modern weather =nfor-
mat,on and on-board electronic equipment, a trained
a,rsh=p crew should be able to attain a h,gh level of
safe. regular service
Altitude/Payload Management--In the past, there have
been two all,rude-related operational problems, both
aflectmg payload F_rst. because buoyant lift de-
creases w_th alhtude, an a_rsh_p on a h_gher altdude
m_ss_on could not carry as much payload (or fuel
which would result m a ranqe reduction) as at a lower
alhtude Second. as an a_rsh_pascends, thegas ms,de
,is cells expands• At 'pressure he_.qht." the cells are
futt and the a,rsh_p could not go h_gher without venting
qas--an expensive procedure, especially with hehum.
H,stor_cally. to raise the pressure he,ght, less gas was
placed ,n the cells at the start of the miss|on, but th_s
also lessened the payload that could be carried. Both
of these problems lessen an aDrsh_p's ut_hty, parhcu-
larly _n mountainous areas
W_th modern technology. _t may be possible to
eliminate altitude problems by controlling gas volume
rather than off-loadmg payload Th_scould be done by:
Expans_on..'contractlon of the Iiftlnq qas mechan-
ically
L_qu_ftcatlon_qas_f_catiorl of the I_ft_ng gas
A(l(ht_on :sub.',tract on of heat to tee gas. using
_nq,ne exr_auM or th(_ ,nleCt_On of steam
The we_qnt penalty of the equipment needed for the
f_r_,1 t,N() appr()a_-hes seems t(.) be Excessive Although
_r_ulat,()r_ and h_at ex{:har,ge systems n)ay be required
t(_r therq_{I ( (_r_trol tt_, alternative appears most hkely
t(> "_u((_'('d (l_v_,f_ t_)day % nl;.tterl_tl., ar_(l technology
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jAir Traffic Control--The size, speed and rnaneuverabil-
ity of airships may dictate airspace allocations, There-
fore _t will be necessary for airship operations to be
compatible with the operation of other aircraft that
might occupy the same altitude/route/terminal regime.
Compatrbdity may be achieved by such means as the
allocation of special airshtp routes, terminal areas and
alt,tudes, and air traffic control time and space separa-
hen. E_ther of these methods may welt meet strong
ObleCtlon from general awat,on, the norma_ users of
low altitude a_rspace. In addition, alternate bases with
associated routmgs must be available to avoid airspace
congeshon at primary terminal areas when surface
condit_ons are not conducive to landing. Other than
these special requirements due to the airship's large
size and low speed, airships should be compatible with
the normalATC system Trade-offswith othera,rspace
users may induce _nstdut,onal and/or polihcal prob-
lems but no other problems are foreseen.
Emergency Considerations--In addJ'lon to the normal
routine operating procedures which can be developed
for a gwen veh,cle and a g,ven m_ss_on, there are spe-
cial procedures used by fhght crews m emergency
cond,t_ons Such procedures are h_ghly dependent on
the vehecle type and m_ss,on. However. a few general
comments can be made Carefulcons_derat_onmust be
g,ven to the ballast management prog _ m LTA
vehicles The flight crew musl be able to, .ope w_th
adverse ballast condittons which must be easdv and
rapidly identified. At least one way of rectHymg these
cond_t,ons must be provided (e g.. rap_d release of
water) Because some LTAsw_II be large veh,cles, ade-
qt_ate crew commumcatlons must be provided during
emerqency condd_cms _nclud_ng loss of primary elec-
trt(;al p()wef
in qener_ll redt_n(h.in:'y of vital SySt_r_ls r_pcessary
f,3r fl_qht ()perat_ons alley,ares the need for '_engthy an:3
i {!ir1{.]llC,:ite(J _;rT_erclen( y procedures, but _edu,utancy ;t,
,,_penswe Therefore. lhe dec_si()n to design redun-
dancy role a veh,cle sh()uld be made on the basls of
trjd,,-+ff't %ltidlPS ()t tht! ,q;prot-Jr_ate costs and henef,ts
lll{lllj(tlf}C] opf_rat=cmnal alternatwe_
_i'VP_',IL ;Ir_aq r_(]ulr '_ %pPCt_tl alt(._ntiof_
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Non-flammable materials
Evacuation procedures
Appropriate crashworthiness
Easy ingress/egress
Past experience from airship operations shows that
airship motion occasionally can be violent. However,
the size of an airship requires movement of the crew for
inspections and maintenance and such mobility is a
necessity for passengers on tong endurance flights.
Long endurance flights will also require beds in addi-
tion to seating for crew as well as passengers. Whether
some body restraint system will be necessary is un-
known.
Existing regulations for flammable materials in air-
planes would apply. In addition, new standards would
be required for skin fabrics, gas cell materials and the
like.
Special attention must be given to the problem of an
emergency evacuation. The huge size of the airship
envelope in combination with the comparatively dirnin-
u_ive crew and passenger cabin poses a problem
_r_lque to airships.
Although existing crashworthiness requirements will
have to be met. the low speed, low mass and large size
of airships allow a design with high crash attenuation
c.apabil_ty, giving additional crew/passenger protec-
t ion.
"rne access to gondolas and the interior of the airship
could become an operational problem _f not properly
considered m the configurahon of tilt; &i_hlp. General
requirements have to be analyzed and establDshed as a
qu,de for the des,gn of spec_f,c conflgurahons
In summary, safety procedures must be developed
for a,rships as they have been for sh,ps and airplanes.
.'_,p,..'-,m attent,on must be g,ven to the large s,ze and
;{,i_,7_t_,qll V I_nc3 Jurat_on missions of airshq3s that
rh,_k_' them d=fferent from a_rpi_os
Training R_quirements -- Safe operateon of the a_rsh_p
rt_ust be the paramount cons=derat_on at all tlr_.s
fh_.refore, today's a_rsh_p will require training to the
_£ame h_gh standards required _n a_rcraft operation.
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Some system of certification for the entire crew must
be established Perl(-)d_c reval_dat_on of prol_cnet_cy
5P'.ould be an _ntegral p:trt of th4s certification system
Thttr{:' I._ every reason to beltew:, th,_it the use of snr'nu-
I "_r ,, f(hr inlttal and perl,:_dlC f<:li(Iw-up training can be
pmployed as a valuable, and probab!y even essential.
tramnng resource
S,{fe maintenance, practLces peculiar to the a_rsh_p
r_lust b{' established and contm_Jall y checked through a
trctinmq an(] I.)rof_cuen(:y (iernc.,nstrat_()n program All
areas pertammq to the safe operat0on of the a_rshap
both while aqrt)orne and on the qrotJn(| must become an
_nstmctw,, part of the hab0ts of atl [.)ersonr_el asso-
(l,tt_,(} ¢,lt t'] ,.{Irq:;hi_) ll]alr_er'l;|llc{, _tll(_ operation
In-Flight Monitoring and Control Systems--In order to
; *,', t tt_: hulq'_ ¢_t,u_tural _nb_c,;r=t_ dur_nq v¢oh,r,!
r_=._: ,,uv,_-rs _,.tst ,:tqfF, h=p (l'0%_qr_s ()ft_=n I_mtt_(f tt_-,
,_m<)unt ¢)r r_it_, r_t Wtm:h _,i_:,vatc_r c_r rudd,_r ('ould t_e,
,_f !,*'v_,r_, %1(I ' <_r v_,rtlv_tl qil':,t', The, t/_,',t fr,l_Jl, ,,ff {,t_]
t_' r_,(t(t'_'(J l'_'y' tj%lr_(]
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The latter could use sensors rnounted throughout the
hull and fin structures to measure the amount of strain
caused by control movements or gusts. This could be
fed back to the autopilot to reduce the control move-
merit before the strength of any critical part of the
structure was exceeded. Therefore. the maximum safe
degree of control could always be applied without en-
dangering the safety of the airship. rhe difficult task _s
determining what parts of the structure are critical, be-
cause minor structural tailures which the airship could
survive are preferabie to crashes or cc',lisions that
could have been avoided with more control authority.
To tncrease the safety of airships. _mprovements _n
stabddy and control are necessary, particularly at low
speeds (under 20 miles per houri. Lack of coqtrol
response at these speeds has complicated landing and
hovenng and also loading and unloading when per-
formed m the open while hovering or at the mast
Better control systems, along with boundary layer
control and vectored thrust, could _mprove this aspect
of LTA operations considerabty.
Technology Working Group
For spec_f_c areas of technology, the prnblernsof de-
sagnmg both conventional and hybrid LTA aircraft were
rewewed by subgroups of the Technology Working
Group to answer the following questions:
What _s the current s_ate of applicable tech-
rloloqy "_
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OVERALL DESIGN/CONFIGU RATIONS/MISSION-
RELATED PROBLEMS
This subgroup reviewed a variety of past and present
concepts for LTA aircraft, related their performance to
missions and then reviewed mission-related technol-
cgy problems. They also clef ined various design-related
problems for hybrid contigurations. The approach was
similar to that of the Mart,cet Analysis Working Group,
but started from a technical perspective rather than
from a mission/market perspective.
Charact#ristics of Airships--A wide variety of airship
concepts have been explored--and, in some cases, de-
veloped-to exploit the u£_que characteristics of fully
and semi-buoyant aircraft "lhe most significant char-
acteristic of the fully buoyant a_rship is its ability to lift
a load aerostatically without the expenditure of power.
however, it pays for this free lift when ,t tries to move
its large volume and s_ze at even moderate speeds. Be-
cause of the high drag from the large surface area and
displacement of the buoyant envelope, high speeds re-
quire very high expenditurus of power. Therefore.
buoyant lift vehicles are best suited for large loads, low
speed and long-endurance missions. Conventional
wtnged aircraft are more suitable for smaller, higher
density loads, high speeds and I,mited endurance mis-
sions.
For intermediate miss_ons it may be advantageous to
combine buoyant lift with auxiliary lift from wings
during cru,se or from rotors during hover (propellers
during cruise) or perhaps from both wings and rotors.
These configurations have _iv,:,n rise to a large number
of hybrid LTA concepts. By combining wing. rotor and
buoyant lift tt may be possible to ta_lor a_rcraft design
to f'nlssiorl requirements _r_ terms of load size, hover
requ,rements and speed, producmq a sma!ler an(.' more
eif_(-mnt vehicle For ox,_mDle, conventmnal a,rships
can perform long en(h'rance Ioder mtssions for days at
low speeds, low furl P_Der_dit[,re and hopefully wdh
low nome and pollutl(3n Ifw_ls ]he conventional alr-
sh_p can also be used lo :ift ":lt(]__ loads If an equwalent
b,iliast (: haps watt, r! c.ar_ he dropped at the ong_n
and is available at (!estmat,()r If ballasl prot)lertls
make pure LTA operat,3n._ impossible tt,en Iimrted
buoyarlt I_fl n_gh_ be usr'd h) offsel the ".,,_pty we,ght
of V_STOLveh,ctes Theavadable wing or rotor ldt can
then he totally devoted to Itftmq payload
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Projected advances in both helicopters and conven-
tional airplanes do not appear to provide the large pay-
load capabilities required for certain missions currently
envisioned. While no large airships having these large
payload capabilities have been built either, LTA ap-
pears to have .the potential to perform these miss,ons
with the proper application of modern tech,_Giogy.
Classification of LTA Missions--The following mis-
sion areas were examined for possible applications of
LTA technology:
Transportation of heavy, indivisible loads
Transportation of passengers, containers or
break-bulk freight
Low altitude surveillance
High altitude surveillance
Special purpose
The subgroup discussed the movement of large in-
d,wsible loads that exceed the capacity of surface
transportatton systems because of size constraints.
interface constraints (over-the-beach) or roadbed
capacity. Included werr" tile transportation of large
machinery, factory-fabricated structures and special-
Ezed equ0pment for whole-tree logging m rough terrain
The d_stances involved may be long or short range.
Both repeated and one-time missions were considered
In considering the transportation of passengers.
containers Jr break-bulk freight, the ."ubqroup concen-
trated on th._. classical requirement to move people or
goods between two _._;._ts In this context. LTA wdl
often be competing w_th other appropr,ate forms of
transportation Because of ;'.? omque character_st=cs.
LTA may oe more economical _,1some cases when total
('osts are considered Ranges o { ,nterest _nclude(J very
short distances (mtracdy transports) to very long
transocean=c distances
Low altitude survedlance basically covered the low
altdude(less than 20.000 ft ). long endurance and h_gh
payload requirement missions Possible apphcat,ons
include ASW and ._cean surveillance operations for the
Navy. high resclut,on geographic mapping, broad
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atmospheric/oceanographic sampling or similar actw-
ities. Another application would be the relay of electro-
magnetic signals for communications.
In contrast, high altitude surveillance missions were
those using high altitude, line-of-sight sensors where
large area coverage is required from a moving or sta-
tionary platform. Long endurance is requir_..id and
payload ,equirements must be limited, but the cost of
the LTA vehicle is relatively low.
Finally, those miscellaneous LTA missions that do
not have a significant common denominator were
grouped together. InclUded were such thim.is as sport
ballooning and police surveillance of urbaq areas.
Matching Concepts to Missions--The reGuirements for
vehicle performance which are associated with these
missions were derived (Table 5). Payload require-
ments, altitude, endurance, range and _ontrol author-
ity vary quite widely, but most missions require speeds
below 100 knots and very short takeoff distances. The
final step in the analysis was to match some of the
vehicle concepts and designs presented at the work-
shop with the vehicle requirements developed (Table
6). From this analysis, the subgroup decided that there
was at least one match between mission and vehicle
for each vehicular type and, in some cases, a vehicular
type might be appropriate for several missions•
Special Mission-Related Technology Requirements--
To accommodate instrumentation needed for ASW or
geophysical prospecting, special attention may be
necessary to m=nim,ze interference with the sensors or
to insure a favorable environment for them. For exam-
ple. m geophysical prospecting using sensitive mag-
netometers, electromagnetic disturbance and vibration
must t e mm,m_zed Tht"; may requ=re the use of non-
ferrou: sparkless er, gines, plastic rather than metalhc
structures, adequate grounding of all conduction ele-
ments, sh_eldirtg cf electrical systems, physical seiDa-
rahon of sensors from machinery and extremely low
resonant frequency mounting Systems _f low frequency
E_gnals are to be sensed
For sensors towed m the water, adequate veloc=ty
and d_rect,on control 0s needed Prows=on must be
made to tow heavy systems w_th large tow forces
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Comfortable. vibrahon-free spaces for sensor opera-
tors will maximize their performance. If on-board
acoushc sensing arrays are used. low self noise from
machinery and low flow no_se _n the wc_nity of the
sensor _s necessary.
Hybrid Design Problems--Hybrid vehicles pose several
problems that need more study. For example, there has
been little analysis of the aeroelastic behavior of hybrid
co'_f_gurahons that combine rotor/propellers with
large sem_-r_g_d or flexible envelopes. Untd the dy-
namic stability coefficients of hybrids are determined.
d _s impossible to develop -_utematic stabilization and
control systems In some configurahons, large direc-
tional lhrust rotors are placed around the periphery of
the buoyant envelope. The resulting induced flows
c,ould exert large aerodynamic forces on the envelope.
m_ktr_£j hover control and cruise stablliTatlon difficult.
I,_ there one optima! shape for a hft_r_g body ETA con-
f_qurat_c_n or does _t change wdh cruise speed 9 In con-
f_qt_rat_ons that combine wings and buoyant en-
v_h,l:)es the ,_erodynar'ntc f()rces on the envelope are
ijnkn()wn where large dov_nwash flows occur on the
w_ncis There may also bea danger of hull flowsepara-
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tion in crosswinds at low forward speeds and a result-
=ng loss of lift on the relatively small wing.
In general, more needs to be known about distri-
buting large concentrated loads from wings, pro-
pellors, thrusters, rotors and large load frames over the
very light, low density structure of the hybrid airframe.
MATERIALS, STRUCTURES AND MANUFACTURING
There is no fundamental distinction between buoy-
ant and hybrid airships with regard to materials, struc-
tures or manufacturing techniques. Most available or
new technologies may be applied to either type of
vehicle with differences only in detailed design. There-
fore. the discussions of this subgroup apply to both
types of a_rship except where noted.
Materials--Progress has been made in the past several
years _n improving flexible aerostat envelope materials.
This pliant materials technology ca., be applied from
present balloon developments to the design of gas
cells and envelopes. Among the newer materials are
combinations of polyester and Kevlar fibers which offer
greatly improved strength and tear resistance. Fabrics
capable of transmitting planar shear stresses by virtue
of triax_al weaves have also been developed. These
newer fabr,cs using _mproved fibers display ;educed
permeability characteristics. However, further develop-
ment is required in seaming techniques, the effects of
other inflation gases and the effect of high super-heat
on these new materials
A wealth of possibilities exists for the use of new
materials, such as fiber or laminated compos=tes,
rnetalorotherwlse The,rprmclpalvaluefor rigid struc-
tures _s less _n _mproved strength than in the _mproved
r_g_d_ty offered. However. the pay-off for each and
,_wery structural mater_al can be fully explored only
through an internal conf_gurahon design making the
max0mum use of that mater_al Thecombmat_ons and
permutahons are consequently large and as yet un-
:'flapped
Manufacturlng--Most of the recent fabrication and
manufacturmq techn=ques developed Bn lhe aerospace
=ndt_._try c_r_ beappl_ed to airship structures, mcludpng
t)c)nded structures, dtffuslon bond_ng and Improved
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adhesives, to name a few. Special design and handling
concepts for minimum gauge, light weight structures
may be needed to prevent structural damage during
manufacture or in service. Economic fabrication con-
cepts and methods particularly suited to airship con-
struction need to be developed to build low cost air-
frames.
Structural Design--Structural design must synthesize
material characteristics with structural concepts. Large
capacity, high speed computers are an invaluable tool
for this synthesis. At the conceptual design stage.
numerous configurations may be evaluated. Once the
operational environment is defined, the computer can
determine design loading conditions and perform
structural analyses of promising configurations.
Graphic displays of lines, structural members and
plumbing and w_ring can be prepared by computer, as
well as line drawings and lofting data Finally. the
computer can convert these designs into numerical
control tapes for automated die and template cutting.
S_milar programs have been oeveloped and are cur-
rently being used to develop surface and undersea
vehicles. In spite of the sophistication in computerized
design/analysis, there are deficiencies pertinent, but
not unique, to airship applications. More work _s
needed _n non-hnear and wEcoelashc material and
structural behavior, large-deflection analysis, and con-
tact and d,scontmudY problems. Computer programs
have been written specihcally to treat these problems
However. they have not been incorporated into large-
scale general-p'jrpose programs such as Nastran.
Sohd Sap or others. These problems are not umque to
a_rsh_pdevelopments Ittsnot the responsibility of the
LTA comn_undy alone to solve them However. the L'[A
(;orflmur_dy should promote, cooperate and ass,st Ln
th_'lr s()l_ ilion
Loads - [here has been some analy,s_s of the Ioa(]_, on
(:onvent_()nal a_rsh_[.)conf_quratlort5 for the quas_-sblt_(:
,.-()r_(J_t_(,r_s a.,,soc_ated wdh d_scrPte gusts, maneuver
,nq pr.v_i)_,r_n,]qe !_,{d,_ and iandmq contact veh')cqios
H(_t,_'v*_'f the r;tr*_(|()r't_ gust conct,t ,or_ has not b_r'_,n ex-
pl(,rt'(J _r_ thr' _,,i_t,{, detail and the ¢or_illtlon where rlqLJl-
lli_l_, (Jill41"; ,Ir't ,,_11_tlil;Ir]Pously Ill varlc')tJS fflil_lqltUde,_
and d_fprt,m', ,)n lar(]f, br)d_nS has beam lar_;ely i(1
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The situation becomes increasingly difficult when
hybrids are considered. The dynamics associated with
the airplane must be combined with those peculiar to
the airship. Because these conditions are dynamic, a
method of interfacing the buoyant mass and structural
response with those of the heavier than air augmented
components is needed in order to assess gust allevi-
ation factors. Criteria must be established to determine
what hybrid landing contact velocities will be (probably
between those of LTA landings and the higher values of
HTA).
Criteria--LTA load. performance and design criteria
need updating and a current standard design manual
should be prepared to be used as a reference for the
fundamentals of aerostatic design. These documents
should incILJe among other topics, chapters on;
Loading--Ground conditions and crnter_a, flight
condittons, including steady state and trans0ent
Design Factors--Specific loads, stresses and
hmlt load factors
Materials--Physical properhes, as comolete and
detaded as possible, of composite metals and
fabrics
Gases--Complete physical properties, constants
at uniform thermodynamic state, conversion fac-
tors for other states _poss_bly graphics and
tables) and standards of gas purdy
Fuels--Physical properties of hqutd and gaseous
fuels
AERODYNAMICS, PROPULSION AND
PERFORMANCE
To operate w0th_n the present-day transportat0on
system, alrsh0ps must operate _n roles which d_ffer
from lheur trad_honal applucat_ons between the wars
They must operate under weather condduons and
wuth_n a system of safety restr_ctuons which demand a
much h_gher performance than prewously attained To
,_naly._e the overall performance of a_rsh_ps and ways of
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improving that performance, this subgroup considered
cruising performance, maneuvering performance, per-
formance in conditions of meteorological turbulence
and performance in other adverse weather conditions.
The subgroup then examined the current state-of-the-
art, discussed outstanding problems and made recom-
mendations for further work. Hybrids were reviewed
separately.
The investigation of these topics depends upon an
integrated program of experimental and analytical
work, The subgroup felt that much research may have
already been completed, but is not widely known,
Therefore participants in the workshop were invited to
submit any lists of references associated with airship
design work. either from specific airship sources or
from associated fields such as underwater vehicle
research, wind effects on buildings, etc. A similar
i_st_ng of avadable computer programs which could be
applied to any aspect of a_rshtp performance e,ssess-
ment would be useful
The wind tunnel work associated with earlier airship
development was inhibited by the difficulty of achiev-
ing relevant Reynolds numbers, It appears, however.
thai high pressure tunnels may now be available which
would allow meaningful measurements of aerodynamic
derivahves and coefficients to be made in appropriate
flow regimes A search should be initiated for refor-
mation on the existence and ava_labihty of such facil-
ities
Finally, the modern aDrshtp must operate in condi-
tions of low altitude turbulence which are inadequately
documented. The collection of turbulence spectrum
analyses and of Jnformahon on wind sensing tecn-
tuques must precede the establishment of an expen-
ment,_l program of _tnd measurement
Cruising Performance--The genera! consensus of the
subgroup was that buoy3nt airships, over Ior, g s:age
lengths, should have a cruDsmg speed range of 80 to
100 knOtS, represenhng the relatwely narrow margin
between undesirable sens_twdy to adverse w_nds and
excesstve fuel consur'nptton (Proposals for faster
sh_ps [200 to 300 kts ] were felt to be too spectal_zed
for study m th_s context )Thts represents an increase
of 20 to 40 knots over earl,er designs, w_th correspond-
mq tncreasP£ _n aerodynamic and structural ioadmq
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and m propulsive power requirements. These lead in
turn to a requirement for increased aerodynamic effi-
c.*ency ,n cruising flight, which may be achieved by
rrlod_fying airship geometry or by mechamcal means.
such as boundary layer control or propu!sion system
revision
As far as cruising fi0ght _s concerned. ;t seems un-
hkely that geometric dewations from the tradihonal
"Qqar" form will lead to s_gnlf_cant reduchons m drag.
Further work is necessary on the effects of LID raho.
on the housing of installations within the hull profile.
on tl_e drag of var,ous control surface systems and on
the effects of surface texture and rigidity on overall
draqcoeffm_ents The flow aro'mdabodyof revoluhon
In pitched or yawed flight also requires additional .n-
vest,garcon
Wh,le the classmal form seems most efficient for
cruigmq operation, the mcreas_nq ,rnportance of
_)aneuverat)_l_ty and control m turbulence at low
speeds and alt,tudes may dictate an alternative geom-
etry W/nether the penalt_, in cru_slnq fhqht efficiency
v,I;! t)_ accept_'(l WLII qPnerally b(:' dec,ded by th,', ml_,
'_l(7n for whwh the airship i% d_n_qned
Boundary lily ('r Cnntroi for aqrship% ha£ been pro-
[)(_,f_i tn alterni_ltlv_ ' f_rr]l,'-, to rt,(_t,ICf, w,:tk_' draq at the,
t,|ll t c) fl_(_tl{-O '-,klf_ frlctl('Jn (]r_lq hq _l(,lay of tr;}n%ltlor'l
_r_ti tr_ _m_r,')vp control ,_tjrta_:,a [.)#?,f_._rm_t_{ _ tb'y Ioc21l
f!_,A,f:(_l_tr(;l,:lltthe hinge bro,_tk [hero _.',little _r_f(,rr'_;{
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tlon on wake generation at typical flight values of Rey-
nolds numbers. Therefore. further study is required on
the application of boundary layer control in this con-
text. parhcularly in view of the mechanical and struc-
tural problems involved. Effective reduction of skin
friction requires suction over almost the whole en-
velope area. The weight and power requirements would
appear to neufralize any aerodynamic advaniage which
may be achieved. More investigation is required, how-
ever. to qdantify this qualitative reaction. Control sur-
face blowing is already in use on some atrcraft with
great eff.ect and its adaptation to airship fins clearly
merits further study.
Any rewstons to the propulsion system will probably
use propellers because they are still the optimum pro-
puls_ve instrument for the buoyant airship. There is a
need for the further development of large, low-speed,
low-noise unds. Aerodynamic advantages are attain-
able through the use of wake-immersed prooellers and
of ducted propellers, but each system involves weight
penalties wh{ch must be evmuated in the context of the
vehicles mtss_on. The ophmum location of tandem
propeller units mounted on the airship flanks must be
tnvest_gated The interference effects of these pro-
pellers on each other and on the a_rflow over the hull
have never been fully analyzed It appears that cycloid-
al propellers may have advantages in low-speed
rnaneuvr'rmg, though they become extremely ineff_-
gent with increasing speed•
A w_de power-plant choice ;s possible if all potential
long-term developments are taken _nto account. A
realistic approach must confine itself, however, to the
actual and potenhal performar:ce of units already in
use. Because an emergent a_rsh_p Industry will be
unable to support a specific program of engine de-
velopment, such development w_ll be controlled by
demand _n other Industrfes, Therefore. the lightweight
(hesel engine probably wdl r, ot achieve a development
rate comparable wdh that of theqasturb_ne The latter
t)_,com, es more attractive for a_rsn_p applications as _ts
,spr'c_f;c fuel consumption declines At present, how-
t,ver the d_Psel s lower speclfm fuel COnSumDtton is at3
qv_r',A.h_qrr_tnq advantaqe for long range or endurance
m ISF, IOr_S
The a_rsh_p _,,_,uld be more _ead_ly adaptable to
t_uclear prn[)_,lls_on thdn would any heawer than a_r
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vehicle. However, this is a long term prospect and its
development will depend on the level of petroleum
fuels available in the future.
Maneuvering--Maneuver capability in any modern air-
ship will be of more importance at very low speed and
altdude than in cruising flight. It is in the former
regime that improvements in current performance are
particularly necessary. Pressure airship experience has
ndLcatecl an almost total loss in aerodynamic control
effectiveness at speeds below about 17 kr_ots. In other
airship designs, the loss of control occurred at lower
speeds, but still created operational problems. Signi-
ficant control at lower speeds can be achieved only by
the use of vectored thrust m all three directions. Effec-
tive design of such a system ,equires simulation based
on aerodynamic data inc!uding second and higher
order derivatives. But this information is not available
even for trad!*ional geometries. It can only be obtained
through wipd tunnel experiments r)ver a relevant range
of Reynolds numbers
On certain missions, the low-speed control require-
ment may require e,ther a total departure from tradi-
t,onal geometries or the application of very large thrust
(as in the case of a tdting-rotor helistat). The asso-
ciated penalty in cruising performance must be
reduced to an acceptable level for the mission.
Meteorological Turbulence--In cruising flight, the
prob',ems of structural IoadiPg and controllabihty
under gusting conditions are increased by the s_ze and
speed projected for future airships. It is probable that
present-day knowledge of gust structure will permit a
far more accurate estimate of the conditions airships
will be required to meet than has previously been pos-
sible
The necessary improvemer:t m gust resistance may
be achieved e_ther by an increase _n structural effec-
tweness (possibly revolving a Qeometry change) or by
some form c! gust allewat=on Allev_ationcan beacon-
trol function mvotwnq moving surfaces or vectored
thrLjst, but alternattve poss_b_lut_es may emerge from
the study o! flexible structure.q
!n the low-speed maneuvenn(] and hcver_;_q req_me.
station-keeping becomes more _mportant than struc
rural Ioadmq But the size of the thrust unDts needed for
statLon keepmq may in itself pro(iucP si(]nbflcant io;_d-
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ing problems. Other problems which require further
study include gust sensing techniques, including the
use of rarJar: the dynamic characteristics of an airship
in tethered conditions; and airflow in the region of an
airship flying close to the ground•
Hybrid PerfGrmance--A general analysis of hybrid air-
craft is inhibited by the wide range of hybrid configura-
tions which have been proposed. All such concepts
require further investigation. The degree of analysis
depends upun their divergence from configurations for
which information already exists. Certain hybrid de-
sians can profit _mmediately from research on lifting
bodies of various forms, including aircraft of low wing
loading.
Most of the problems are related to tbe hybrid's large
bulk and low mass. Particular study fields include:
Take-off and landing performance, with oarhcu-
la." reference to the vehicle's sensitivity to
changes ir; wind direction, to the rapid decrease
of ground effect forces with height and to its
slow response
The problems of gust response in cruistng flight
whuch in many ways resemble those discussed
for the buoyant airship
Interact0of_ between aerostatic, aerodynamic and
propu!s,ve forces i,q maneuvenng flight
It seems clear, however, that hybrids offer advan-
tages on cer*ain m_ss_ons and that further research
w,Jukl be just;__ed.
STABILITY, CONTROL AND HANDLING
CHARACTERISTICS
]n,,._ nt,b_;r_,'up da<cussed s;ab_Hty, control and hand-
l_nq ,:h_ract_.,rmt;_.S to establish the current state-of-
th_'-art -Jet, ill', prot)h:m areas, suggest approaches to
.'4 ,l!_ti,"_ri.-; an,! i,lt:r_tify new technology requ;red [as
_pr_'-,.-_,,d t,-, nn ,_(14bt_d_on of _.'stablished technoloq,es)
Equations of Motion-Th,; ng_d body equat_o,_s of
iI_{q_,'l f.",_ th_';l=ftJ'lp mu.'q mC ude ,.Iqe action of air oR
the' I,tlll ,-{ _,rrl_ tj:_jall'_,' ignored irl a=rplane ana ysis A
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useful approach is _o formulate Kirchoff's equations
and determine the energy of the airship and the fluid
medium in terms of the airship's motion and geometric
shape. Other forces and moments in the equations of
motion include body forces such as weight and buoy-
ancy: aerodynamic forces on the hull. empennage and
gondola: control forces, both static and aerodynamic.
and all the corresponding moments. Additional terms
which must be included are gas lag motions and
meteorological effects• These include adverse weather
conditions (winds. gusts, snow accumulation) as well
as changing ambient temperature and press_lre.
Some of these inputs can be determined easily•
Others pose serious problems. Most difficult to esti-
mate are the aerodynamic drag and lift forces on the
hull and their variation with angle of attack• To solve
for these terms analytically, skin friction, pressure and
induced drag need to be accurately predicted. Aero-
dynamic lift estimates based on the pressure distribu-
tion in real flow. boundary layer, separation point and
downstream flow properties must also be accurate.
Lack of reliable analytic solutions in airplane studies
has led to extensive use of experimental techniques to
solve the relevant flow equations. Model experiments
will be required for airship analysis as well.
An additiona! aerodynamic problem is the prediction
of rudder and elevator effectiveness because there is
little knowledge about flows around the empennage
including downwash, sidewash and hull blockage ef-
fects.
Once the equations of motion are determined and
kinematic effects included, the motion of the airship's
center of mass and the airsh;p's attitude response can
be predicted. This permits trajectory analyses for linear
and curviiinear flight paths as well as estimates of
open loop response to the various inputs described.
Pilot-Airship Dynamic Systems AnalysisiThis is a
recent technologzcal development which mathemati-
cally models the pdot as well as the vehicle and exter-
nal forces. Conventional automatic control theory is
then applied to analyze the behavior of the entire sys-
tem. _nc!ud_ng the p_lot. The results indicate dynamic
_r_r:ompat_bd_t_es and the I_m_tations of both men and
vehicle Although these techn_ques are now developed
and a[,,pl'nd "eawer than mr vehicles, they were not
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available to airship designers of the past.
The 3bility to model the dynamics of the airship, its
pilot and atmospheric disturbances can be used to pre-
dict the limits of unaugmented ,_t_bility and control
and the specifications of the automatic control sys-
tems required. The need for flight-active cockpit dis-
plays, flight-director displays and flight instruments in
general can also be specified. Therefore, the adapta-
tion of these techniques to airship design should sig-
nificantly improve the stability, control and handling
characteristics of modern airships.
Stability Analysis--With the equations of motion for-
mulated, small perturbations can be analyzed to deter-
mine the stability of steady-state flight by expressing
the perturbational f rces and moments in terms of the
corresponding perturbational-state variables and intro-
ducing suitable stability deviations. But there are sev-
eral problems• The first is whether the Bryson expan-
sion can be used for theairship as it is for the airplane.
Even if it can, truncation errors must be analyzed. The
second problem area is the determination of the deriva-
tives. Analytical predictions of the derivatives with
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respect to linear or angular accelerations can be based
on potential flow theory. However, those with respect
to the linear and angular rates arise from real flow pro-
perties and therefore &re very difficult to predict analy-
tically. In the past, only derivatives which could be de-
termined experimentally were considered, while the
others were ignored. But this often led to only very ap-
proximate stability criteria. Clearly, new analytical and
numerical procedures or suitable experimental tech-
niques must be developed to determine these real flow
derivatives. The sensitivity of the stal_ity criteria to
the various stability derivatives can then be studied to
determine which derivatives must be known accurately
and which ones need only be approximated.
Structural Flexibility--Airships, as flexible structures,
could resonate and even fail if forced at the appropriate
frequencies by turbulence, motion in storms or even
active attitude controls. To design around this prob-
lem, one must analyze the first few flexible modes of
the structure, the operating environment and the inter-
action of the active attitude control system with the
structure. This flexibility analysis, when incorporated
into the rigid body equations of motion, would provide
a realistic model of airship performance never available
in the past.
There are many analytical and experimental prob-
lems, however, particularly the modeling of the hull as
an elastic structure and the flexibility corrections to the
stability derivatives. In addition, the coupling between
the lateral and longitudinal motions caused by the ef-
fect of the fluid on the airship prevents the decomposi-
tion of the stability equations into two separate sets of
lateral and longitudinal equations as in airplane analy-
ses. As a result, the stability analysis and the develop-
ment of ._tability criteria are greatly complicated.
AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS AND
COMPUTER CONTROLS MANAGEMENT
Modern automatic flight control systems were not
designed for airship applications and will have to be
modified to provide:
Automatic trimming to compensate for variations
in mass distribution, center-of-buoyancy shifts,
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gas density and temperature changes and atmo-
spheric pres3ure gradients
Slab/lily augmentation
Altitude and attitude hold functions
Load/gust alleviation
Flight-director displays
Flight-crew station monitoring
Specific flight-path control programming
To perform these functions, the flight control system
will need data on airship motion, structural loads, fuel
states, atmospheric conditions, gust direction and
magnitude, amount and distribution of ballast, buoy-
ant gas state, control and thrust settings, and the like.
Although available aircraft instruments can provide
much of this information, new sensors must be de-
signed or adapted from other uses to provide the addi-
tional data. The resulting flight control and computer-
ized flight management systems will, however, provide
greatly improved handling (both in flight and for take-
off and landing), and consequently improve overall
airship reliability and effectiveness•
Stability and Control Criteria--There were many inade-
quacies in past airship analyses but much is still of use
today. However, new criteria must be developed, par-
ticularly in the areas of:
Static longitudinal stability
Directional stability
Control power about all axes
Vertical control power, accelerations and decele-
rations
Control required for trim about all axes
Cross-control ranges of acceptability
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Ground proximity phenomena
Limits of automatic control commands
Margins of control available for maneuvering
Dynamic stability about all axes
Speed stability as a function of angle-of-attack
and flight path angle
Propulsive moments
Both empirical and theoretical studies are needed to
provide these criteria for airships. Systems analysis
based on sound aerodynamic information can supply
the theoretical base, but simulation will be needed to
provide empirical data.
Requirements and Specifications--There are no gen-
eral military or commercial requirements or specifica-
tions for airships. These should be developed to pro-
vide airship designers with much needed guidance.
Simulation--Simulation as we know it today was un-
known to the airship designers of the past but can be
applied to both identify and solve major problem areas.
Some uses would be to provide:
Clear identification of the dynamic interface be-
tween vehicle, pilot and guidance and control
systems
Identification of unsuspected dynamic problems
Aid in training pilots and flight crews
Aid in establishing requirements
Very little new technology is required because air-
ship simulation can take advantage of techniques al-
ready developed for airplane simulation.
Research Projects--The stability and control subgroup
identified several other problem areas where further re-
search =s needed:
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The violence of turbulence
Techniques other than ballasting and gas venting
for rapid altitude control
A means of conditioning gas to vary density
Alternatives to pure tail control
COMMENTS
After the workshop, draft copies of the report were
circulated to all participants for review. The following
people provided extensive detailed reviews which were
most helpful: Jay S. Brown, Walter P. Maiersperger,
Norman J. Mayer, William McE. Miller, Jr., Hepburn
Walker, Jr.. and Donald E. Woodward. Many others
responded with comments and suggestions. In most
cases, these were easily incorporated directly into the
text. In a few cases, however, the comments or recom-
mended changes were significant enough to be docu-
mented separately in this section with quotations from
participants' letters where appropriate.
Changes in Text
Numerous editorial changes were made throughout
the text to clarify points, expand ideas, etc. These gen-
erally were in keeping with the concepts developed at
the workshop,
In the Operations Working Group Report. however, a
change in emphasis was made. The draft report
stressed the need for body restraint systems on flight to
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Jprotect passengers and crew from violent unexpected
airship motions, This was challenged by several par-
ticipants, the following comment being the most de-
tailed.
I know of no instance when a man was thrown off his feet
aboard an a_rsh_p and I have flown 2000 hours
In "What About the Airship". Rosendahl states "'An Air-
stop has no more need for seat or safety-belts than has the
largest steamer
In the summer of 1936. Mr P B. Basset of Sperry Gyro-
scope Co made a t;ans.A;tant_c fhght aboard the Hinden-
burg during which he ran tests He concluded that "'Normal
habits could be continued as though the passengers were
_tHI on land "
B,isset wa_ unablP tO record any rgadable acceleratton
e_ther or) t_#,e (;If or landing even when flwnc/t through
turbulent a_r The maximum pttch angle _n heavy cumulus
or tnunderstozm weather was four,el to be from 5 to 10 de-
7t_,e_ On tm_ fh_Tht Basset made the atrshiD stayed on an
_-_vPr_kf?PI f)h_'; 0 r r_tr_US _ d*_,;rPe'; Such small angles are
r}ct dp.te(;tat)lo rn the l)4£_;erLqer qu_lrtPfs Onn degree roll
_,.t it',, ,_Or';t Bi|';'.;et colJld dptect
_,_(}rfyP;lr A_rcraft Dubh_,hed (tuthent_c hgures Show_rl_
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the superiority of airships in acceleration loadlngs There is
practically no shock or vibration as compared to other
modes. In an airship, cargo is subiected to 0 5g or less,
while aerplane maxi _ums can reach 5gs, trucks 8gs and
trains 20gs.
These facts and figures apply not only to passenger air-
ships, but also to airships carrying sensitive cargos, or
extremely sensihve detection and monitoring equipment.
I think the above facts make body restraimng systems
unrealistoc. Large p_ssenger airships have no need for
them and never had Even small passenger blimps don't
need them
Hepburn Walker. Jr.
General Comments
The following comments are addressed to the overall
emphasis and scope of the report, Mr. Maiersperger's
comments, while not representing the views of most of
those who attended the workshop, are probably held by
many in the aeronautical community as a whole.
The emphas_s of the report appears to be stated m the
reverse The report lauds the usefulness of buoyant a_rcraft
,f only some way can be found to make them economic
The emphasis should be that buoyant a_rcraft have proved
to be d_sappomhng, except (I) for advertising by the,r
manufacturer. (2) by the Navy for anb-submarme work m
warhme only. a'}d i3) by one lumbering hrm as a substitute
fc r road building
The report should emphasize that all the commercial
success _nd_cated by the Zeppehn Company operations m
the late 1920s and 30s (whtch led to an American-German
iomt venture being cap_tahzed) has no relahonshJp tO the
safety requirements that would today OrohJb_t SuCh opera-
Pens As tot WWII naval bhrnp ant_-submanne operahons.
touted as hugely successful no pubhc r,.Dort appears to be
JvJHable as to why the US Navy d_scontmued them. despffe
me greatest tt_reat from ¢;ubmarcne,_ from the mOSt v¢C_OuS
,lnd mr,)st ,.mDlacaDle eras?my me free world ?_S _ver knOWn
:;(>m_?thm_7 ,S strang_/y mJ';smg IrOn') trap D(;t_hC ,ecord as to
tt?¢?h,_lb:_t _"; Of bftm_ n;_Pr,]t_o,'s The' fo/)Ott ShOtJ!d state
tt_tt r._h-)• of t_e survP_tt, tnC __ tyH£,%,()_}%()t_Cl_ ("()/'_l(_pt'l_(/
,(:_.'fl)rthe70mpiOymet_.t ot t_hfnDS avo f!rlWt)e_n(]Per
',,r,,,,,{t t_v ,,,tm//,te'; T;'_,_, b,ts,'(l ",):' [),t't [;,,t,.,,,.),tnc_, the
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wrecord of buoyant aircraft was so discouraging that it led to
thetv abandonment
The quesPon tt_en turns to whether new materials, power
plants or comlautational methods could prowde sufficient
ornpvovemen[ to change the pocture, to make them accept-
ably safe and economic Again. the report should e'npna-
size that the answer _s "No" The inherent bulk. low power,
low speed, alhtude Iimttahons and poor controllability are
such great dehcoencJes, none Could be omproved sufh-
c_ently to reverse the hndmgs In oarbcular, the ground
nandhng problems. So expenswe and destructtve of Zeppe-
Ion ooerahons ir_ the past. have had no tmprovement what-
ever m the 37 years since the last commercoal Zeppelin
flew The suggeshon of the Enthusiasts. to _gnore th_s
_undamental oroblem and to butld vastly larger zeppelins
than ever before borders on complete trresponsobdoty
In vtew of the demonstrated utter /mprachqahty of
buoyant aircraft for commercial usage (and leavong mdttavy
usage out of the d/scussoon from th,s potnt forward) the
robert must exlalam the apf)ar_,nt commerctal interest as
revealed _n a few of the tecnmcal papers The answer _s
that these papE,vs each consodeved a very spec/al apphca-
hen
The report Snoul_ note that each of these possible apph-
catlon_ requires a d_fterent form of buoyant aorcraft zeppe-
hn transDOrter ca#hve balloon, and the Navy a fourth
tyDe. the bhv,_p it follows that no one ,,tudy can lead to a
soluhon Nov can one R&D type aircraft development
explore move tfaan one pOSsrble apphcahon Each study or
exploratory budding program wall be umque to qself There
can be httle C_.lrvyov(._v pOS_,lt')le on structure. Dropulsoon,
fhght operations etc from one a#_hcahon to another, as
each _.sdoffevent m materials, structure propulsoon, con-
trol. sfaeed far)qe athtude and method of carvy/n_l the
load
[hf _ One S(lCCeSStuI aDDhcahon the logging balloon os a
triumph Of r/,_k ca¢)Jtal mvestm#nt and the cap/tahshc sys
t(,vn It Do_nt._;t/ae way to other posstDl_ successful aDphca
h_ms fro, b_,_t cnt_tse for _OVernm(_nt /.% tO to_'gW ,'t ta_
_)()h('F f, tVOr,(t_i( _ t() ('()'l'_Ot_it_()t)N t()f tf'_,,_'cf_t?._ ,n ftSk #ntPf
_)t,,j',,,
'.v"f#'_ _',;', i "# _"_'_,t? _t t,,,,[, _t,it t. it,f, _!.t[)_,v ,_v#),;#_f,f,j _, r_v_.. |t_(_
t_,,, ,%_>r_,,,t'_:, .,_,.,., __,,,, 1, '. ',_,_;_".tt_,.t _h,_tt t_O? _,e _,_ ,t
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stand lust what the snhevent hmstat_ons of buoyant asrcvaft
ave from a veadit:g of the workshop report, unless he
majored in buoyant aircraft design and operations Some-
how. these must De explained in the workshop report.
Otherwise. the Congress and the American people may
never understand the reasons why only very discrete appli-
cations and expert engJneenng and opevatsons can ever
lead to success tn this most dffhcult field
Walter P. Maierspergev
The following comments by Mr. Miller point out the
general lack of knowledge of hybrids and their
problems during the working sessions. This was not
necessarily a fault of the workshop itself, but rather a
result of the general lack of operating experience and
analysis of hybrid aircraft systems. This is clearly an
area where more research is required.
Taken as a whole, the working session pamc , rots were
comfortable wttn cla_:stcal a_rsmp matters Many had a long
famd,ar,ty w_th these concepts but understandably few had
any background _n hybrids
Th_s lack of backg, ound plus the dwers_ty m concepts
and varying depth of the papers presented at Monterey pro-
duced a type of agnoshcssm on the whole SubleCt tn some
working sesstons (Operabons totally _gnored _ybrlds.)
The Raport haS suffered from th_s and _t _s _nsufhc_ent to
rely on the Proceedings to bring out various wews There
should be appropriate recogmtton of the two years of work
by Dewey Hawll winch, though prehm_nary, did provide a
clear economic case for hybrid lifting-body a,rsh_ps Our
own engmeenng and fhght tests with an optomized hull de-
cisively advanced hiring-body aovsh_ps beyond the paper-
hvbr_d conceptuai ievel What false egahtanan_sm removes
tths from the assessment of hybrsds 9
Aeveon haS soent over $500.000 m research and de-
velopment through manned fhght, which no other hybrid
nas achieved Hawll's studies of hfting-body a_rsmPs took
at least two man-years Th_s ss more kn,;wledge and ex-
perience tt}an _s _v'_dtcated by the statement "However.
even less _s knOWn at_out hybrids The fact _s that the
econormcs of convenhonal a_rshJPs are very much or}ques-
tson (Why else nave tney been so httle regaroed _) On the
(qner t_jn,t _t _s tt_O teChnoIogy ot hybr_ds W/_ch ne(_ds e_-
,_lorahOn £7wen the _tpparent economic Dotenttal WhiCh ;S
,nd_cdte(t Re_f:jrct_ _Snee_ted to ver_fy the ,_ssume_l struc
t,_' v_e,_ht !Tr()_'_t_ /,sw"; 3rid t() ,_nafyZe _rechct and test
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stability and control.
In short, both technology and market research should
proceed concurrently
William MCF. Miller. Jr
Comments on the
Policy Working Group Report
The following represent the two predominant views
of how LTA development should proceed. The majority
of workshop participants would probably en_Jorse Mr.
Brown's approach, although a significant and vocal
minority would probably feel that action, not studies,
are needed and needed now.
The policy group statement should emphasize the need
to begin a government sponsored flight research program
ublizing L TA vehicles which mcorporate ihe latest equip-
ment. materials, processes and design procedures to pro-
vlu, _n adequate data base for the many. needed analytical
stua _ _n order to reduce the techmcal and economic un-
certa, ',es of these studies Without the real data base. the
cred_bJhty of the paper studies will be impaired The
vehicles used should represent, to the extent economics
permits, the range of vehicle types which appear to have
real merit and the ve_lcles should be large enough to mtni-
m_ze scale effects and the problems of data extrapolation
to the full-sized vehicles Included here would be r_gid and
non-rigid, fully-buoyant airships and hxed and rotary wing
hybrids The criteria for these flight research vehicles
should be based on broad, market-r'_search studies wh;ch
dehf e the real needs for the ultimate vehicles Because
such a study should be all-encompas.£ing. _t should be con-
ducted under the auspices of an aporoprtate government
agency
Stephen J Keatmg. Jr
The policy statement chould stress that a market analysts
is needed to determine whether there ts any sense _n pur-
suing I TA further The Economics Group recommended
tt)_s Technology noted this too. polntlng out that they could
not cle._lgn any vehicle until they had a market area and
cost _..rwelope within which tO work The Market Analys_s
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group laid some guidelines for the effort.
' would hke to suggest the following strategy for LTA de-
velopment .
a Perform market analyses of potential LTA applica-
hons.
Identify unique or "best" (best being obvious areas
where an L TA vehicle could outperform any other
existing vehicle) roles for L TA app!ica:_ons.
C. Further identify the most simple apphcations to ira.
plement in terms of least technological development
required, estimated least costs, etc--that is, things
that are immediately "do-able" now g_ven the state-
of-the-art involved.
Proceed with the required economic and techno-
Iogtcal studies and then decide whether to develop
the L TA vehicles for ;he purposes identified or not
Once dedicated L TA vehicles are performing cost-effec-
tive serwces, some practical man will adapt one for
another O,Jrpose and complain about the lack of a vehicle
designed for h_s purposes. Then you have another new
market Add_honally, th_s strategy would involve promoting
existing L TA applications to hnd other services they could
now perform Specifically what else could the tethered
logging and communications balloons do now? What could
the Goodyear blimp do? If L TA is to fly, _t must be sold and
every conferee _s a potential salesman. Tethered balloon
systems wdl eventually help sell aerocranes, aerocranes
could sell other hybrids or fully buoyant types for m_ssions
they could do better Essentially we need to help each
other
Jay S Brown
Comment on the
Economics Working Group Report
Mr. Woodward made the following comment on the
Economics Group's lack of ability to get a handle on
azrship costs.
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I am not convinced that all poss_b,'e use has been made
of the traditional a_rcratt industry rule ol guesstimating
Dollars per pound empty, adiusted by prevaihng wages"
Pubnshed data on Akron/Macon actual costs, compared
w,th Goodyear quotes for the 3 milhon cubic foot trainers
r_gtd of 1938. the 10 million cubic foot Navy cargo ngld
_)rogram of 1944. and the 10 milhon cubic toot Merchant
A_rship proposals of 1946-48. ht th_s " ru!e" qurte closely
PrOlected to 1974. without allowing anything for the very
cons_deraOle increases m overhead rates since WWII.
these h_stor_cal data suggest a cost per pound of empty
wetght ot somewhat over $100 for Zeppehn-type airships
w_th hand-rweted iomts, which _s no doubt the most expen-
_uve kind of affsh_o which coulo be built ( Th_s would De lor
follow-on a_rshlps ol a s_r_es. Goodyear would seem to
nay,. e.sbmated prototyoe sh_ps mcludmq design and ,"raw-
_nqs at twice tins cost ) On th,s admittedly snaky bas_,'_,:/e
t:_¢l gtu(!tO.'_ Ought tO be able to estffnate the relatwe r_(tuc.
lions _tttH:nable wqh drllerent ,Olt!lfl_ methods d_fferent
(;st(let (l_:';_gns u%e of met,Jicijd rdtt'_r than ZebDe;,n .ftruc-
ti_r_tet(.
RI"PROI)UCIBILITY OF THI,;
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Comment on the
Operations Working Group Report
The following quote from Mr. Woodward's extensive
letter completes the major comments on the report.
The discussion of performing all servicing while a large
rigid airship _s moored out. so it would only dock once a
year for major overhaul, is so oversimplified as to be mis-
leading Wh_le engines have been changed at the mast.
even for large riglds the lob _s considerably quicker and
eas_er m the shed TBOs. of, e g, the hig_ speed Diesels
which are often suggested for a_rships tend to run around
500 800 flours _n naval patrol boat serwce, which is but a
frach.om of the farotected'des_red annual utilization of the
b_g a,,smps Wdh a number ot engines per airship, the
extra out-of-service t_r'ne for engine changes at the mast.
instead otm the hangar, would be of economic s_gmh-
cance Gas cell charrges were normally a part of malor
mamtenar'c_: and requffed remowng the Shear w_res from
onE" of morE' ;]ane;s at the bot[em of each bay being
changed Doing tins at a mast would be strictly an emer-
gency measure as me stop would be prevented from f!y_n_
by bott_ structural and buoyancy dehc_enc_es and must
tt_eretore endure whatever weamer occurs at the mast. ,n a
less-than-perfect matersaf condtbon It would also appear
d_fhcult to avoid losing most or all of ttae hehum _n the re-
otaced ceii w_tnout the ovefnead deflahon p_pmg used m
n,_tlqarS Tt_s cons_derabon would a'so affect hehum
purging and/or purdteat_on operahons, although perhaps to
a !esser degree
Dona!d E Woodward
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SUMMARY AND
ANALYSIS
LTA does offer great potential as transport for both
civilian and military applications. Although further re-
search is needed to develop advanced LTA vehicles,
the technology is in hand to build and operate modern
airships today that would be considerably better than
those of the past. The key question is whether these
modern airships mak_ sense economically.
It is clear that unmanned LTA lifting devices can be
produced and operated economically. But the viability
of large manned airships is still uncertain. Because
there is no real economic data on costs and per-
formance, estimates of airship economics vary widely.
Ultimately. an airship must be built and operated to
provide hard data.
But before actual development and construction,
r_gorous market analysis should be performed to de-
termine what groups would use airships under what
cond_ttons. By looking at potenti;,I airship applications
and determining what cost and performance character-
_shcs are needed for alrsh|ps either to capture roles
now p_'rfGrmed by other vehicles or to carve out new,
umque applicahon;3, design spec,hcahon can be
evolved Designers can then estimate whether or not
a_rsh_ps can be built to meet these specd_cations. If
not. th_.rf is no need to build operatloPal vehicles.
Yet not every new concept or invention comes out of
market analys_s Therefore. market research should be
p3ralleled by continued techmcal mvestigahon of new
._,ystern._. subsystems and fundamentals which could
lead to n_,w or improved concepts These. tr, turn.
c_uld le,_d t(; new markets and mlss_on5
BecaLJse r,f the p,:)ler_llal r,,;ttlonal benefits of alr_,hlp_,
for bnth Civilian arl(J r]qlhtary a|:|)hCPtlC)PS the federal
qovernment as well as prtvato ;,qdustry snould fund tht_,
rrlarkP! analysis la_; well a% be "e,:ldy 1o Su|_l){)r! (Jpv_,l
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opment, if the analysis is positive). The basic
market analysis woul I be relatively inpxpensive, prob-
ably less than one mi lion dollars, anc_ is the next logi-
cal step in develo a modern aIrship system.
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